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1. General Precautions and Conventions 

1.1 General Precautions 
The following safety precautions must always be observed when using the Floormap®X system. 
Please ensure that you review them before turning on the system: 

• Keep this document in a safe place for future reference. 

• Carefully follow the installation and operation procedures detailed herein. 

• Observe all warnings, notes and instructions as marked on the packaging, the scanner, and 
detailed in the user manual. 

• FloormapX system should only be used by trained operators. 

• When transporting FloormapX, it is your responsibility to follow all safety precautions as 
dictated by the relevant local governing bodies. 

• The equipment must not be used for purposes other than those intended. Eddyfi assumes no 
responsibility for any damage resulting from such improper usage. 

• If you use the system in a manner that deviates from the one specified by Eddyfi, the 
protection provided on the equipment may be rendered null and void. 

• Do not use substitute parts or perform unauthorized modifications to the system. 

• Service instructions, when applicable, are intended for trained service personnel only.  

• Ensure by regular checks that the working site, equipment, and environments are kept in a 
clean and clearly arranged state. 

• Rules and regulations regarding the prevention of accidents that apply to the working site 
should be observed. 

• If the system does not operate normally, please contact Eddyfi for assistance. 

• Do not leave the FloormapX system unattended when not in use. 

1.2 Safety Precautions 
Observe the following safety precautions rigorously when using FloormapX. 

WARNING 

Pinch Hazards & Powerful Magnets 

The FloormapX system utilizes powerful magnets and as such presents an inherent pinch/crush 
hazard. Care must always be taken when handling and using the FloormapX system. It is important 
to identify in which state the FloormapX magnets are by referring to the magnet position indicators. 

 

Figure 1: System magnet position indicators 

• FloormapX magnets ON (a non-zero magnet position indicator). Here the FloormapX does 
impart magnetism into the inspection surface and so is powerfully attracted to the inspection 
surface or any other ferrous surface or object.  
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• FloormapX magnets OFF (magnet position indicator at zero). Here the FloormapX does not 
impart magnetism into the inspection surface and so is not attracted to the inspection 
surface.  

NOTE 

There will still be some low-level residual magnetism around the system and there are places 
that magnetically attract small ferromagnetic items. 

Removal / Deployment  

Due to the powerful magnets involved, and regardless of the magnet being in an on or off position, 
care must always be taken when handling and using the FloormapX system including when operating 
the variable bridge (high / low) mechanism, as the system will exhibit a strong force and present a 
finger trap. When investigating the scanning head of the FloormapX system it is recommended to 
set the magnet position to the off position. 

Handling / Carrying / Tank entry 

When required to carry the FloormapX system, firstly ensure it is safe to do so and it is recommended 
to have the magnets situated in scanning head in the ‘off’ position. If moving the FloormapX over a 
longer distance it is recommended to use the dedicated transit cases.  

During tank entry, it is recommended that the FloormapX is broken down into its component 
modules. If possible, tank ingress and egress should be performed with the FloormapX still contained 
within the transit cases. 

Operators manually handling the system, whether fully assembled or broken into modules, should be 
aware of safe manual handling practices. Care should be taken during tank ingress and egress 
through the access manway. The system must be lifted by two suitably strong persons. 

Magnetic Attraction 

Due to the strong magnetism involved, loose ferrous material near the FloormapX system, such as 
tools, metal objects or magnets will be attracted to the systems magnetic bridge and may cause 
injury as they move towards the poles. Always ensure to work in a clean area, carefully follow handling 
instructions and be vigilant. 

Pacemakers or other medical devices and mechanical implants 

Powerful magnets may interfere with medical electronics such as pacemakers, defibrillators, or other 
internal and external medical devices. The interference can be severe and cause malfunctions. 
Individuals wearing such devices should not handle strong magnets. If any user has any type of 
electronic, mechanical, implanted, or external medical device, they should consult a physician and the 
manufacturer of the medical device to determine its susceptibility to static magnetic fields prior to 
allowing them to handle the FloormapX. All magnetic products should be kept at a safe distance 
from individuals with such devices. 

Damage to magnetic media, electronics, and mechanical devices 

Any form of credit card, security pass, computer or programmed equipment may be permanently 
affected if exposed to the powerful magnetic field of the unit. 

Laser 

The FloormapX system utilizes a Class 2 (II) laser for indication location. While laser protection 
eyewear is not normally necessary, do not deliberately look or stare into the laser beam. Avoid 
accidental exposure to eyes. Do not aim at aircraft or vehicles, it is unsafe and illegal. 
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1.3 Conventions 

Marking and Symbols 

The following symbols pertain to safety regulations that should be carefully observed: 
 

This label is used as a general warning sign. Always refer to the user’s manual to obtain the necessary 
information for proper protection of the instrument and its users. 

 

This label is used to indicate the presence of strong magnets that generate magnetic fields. Always 
refer to the user’s manual to ensure proper protection and safety. 

 

This label is used to indicate the presence of a class 2 (II) laser. Always refer to the user’s manual to 
ensure proper protection and safety. 

 

The RoHS compliance logo signifies that this product complies with the Restriction of Hazardous 
Substances directive 2011/65/EU and 2015/863/EU. This directive restricts the use of Lead, Mercury, 
Cadmium, Hexavalent Chromium, Polybrominated Biphenyl, Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) phthalate, Benzyl 
butyl phthalate, Dibutyl phthalate, Diisobutyl phthalate and Polybrominated Diphenyl Ethers in 
certain classes of electrical and electronic units as of July 22, 2019. 

 

The FloormapX system is designed to meet the safety requirements in accordance with electrical 
safety and electromagnetic compatibility. It has been tested and has left the factory in a condition 
in which it is safe to operate. The equipment, when used as intended according to its user manual, 
complies with the essential requirements of the following Low Voltage Directive (LVD) 2014/35/EU, 
the Radio Equipment Directive (RED) 2014/53/EU, the Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Directive 
2014/30/EC, and the Machinery Directive (MD) 2006/42/EC. 

 

This label acts as a reminder that you should dispose of this system in accordance with your local 
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) regulations. Due to its nature, this product may 
contain small quantities of substances known to be hazardous to the environment and to human 
health if released in the environment. As such, it falls under WEEE regulations should not be disposed 
of in the public waste stream. 

Safety Indications in This Document 

The safety indications in this document are intended to ensure operator safety and the integrity of 
the system. 

DANGER! 
Danger statements are a description of an imminent hazardous procedure or a practice (or the like) 
that, if performed incorrectly, can result in severe injury or death if not avoided and should be limited 
to the most extreme situations. Do not ignore danger indications, ensure the condition is understood 
before proceeding. 

WARNING! 
Warning statements are a description of a potentially hazardous procedure or a practice (or the like) 
that, if not avoided or if performed incorrectly, could result in injury. Do not ignore warning 
indications, ensure the condition is understood before proceeding. 
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CAUTION! 
Caution statements are a description of a potentially hazardous procedure or a practice (or the like) 
that, if not avoided or if performed incorrectly, could result in material damage, loss of data, or both. 
Do not ignore warning indications, ensure the condition is understood before proceeding. 

READ MANUAL 
FloormapX system is designed for a specific use. Using the FloormapX system outside of its intended 
use is dangerous. Severe injury or death could result. Read and understand this manual before use. 

WARNING MAGNETIC MATERIAL 
Due to magnetic material, consult IATA documentation before air shipping and ensure the 
appropriate labelling is used to identify the magnetized material contained within the scanner head 
transit case.  

The FloormapX contains strong magnets that produce an extremely strong magnetic field which may 
cause failure or permanent damage to items such as watches, memory devices, CRT monitors, and 
medical or other electronics devices. 

Strong magnetic fields pose a variety of risks, especially to people who wear implanted cardiac devices 
like pacemakers and defibrillators. People with pacemakers or ICD’s must stay at least 2 m (6.5 ft) 
away. 

WARNING FINGER TRAP 
Tools, magnets, and metal objects can cut, pinch, or entrap hands and fingers. HANDLE WITH CARE.  

WARNING LASER   
The FloormapX system contains a Class 2 (II) laser. While laser protection eyewear is not normally 
necessary, do not deliberately look or stare into the laser beam. Avoid accidental exposure to eyes. 
Do not aim at aircraft or vehicles, it is unsafe and illegal.  

HOT SURFACE  
The FloormapX system contains front LED headlights. While hot temperatures are not expected 
when lit, care must be taken in this region when touching the system. 

REMOVE BATTERY 
When the FloormapX system is powered off the battery must be removed from the right-hand active 
battery slot and placed into the left-hand storage slot. The battery capacity has a potential of 
discharging if left in the active slot when the system is not powered on. 

IMPORTANT 
Calls the attention to information important to completing tasks. 

NOTE 
Calls the attention to an operating procedure, a practice, or the like that requires special attention. 

Acronyms in this Document 

The following acronyms can be found this document.  

EPL  Estimated Percentage Loss 

MFL Magnetic Flux Leakage 

UT Ultrasound 

Est. Remain Estimated Remaining Thickness 

WT Wall Thickness 
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1.4 EMC Directive Compliance 
The FloormapX system has undergone EMC tested and has found to be in compliance with 
electromagnetic compatibility directive 2014/30/EU which are covered by the following harmonized 
standards EN61326-1 (2013) – Electrical equipment for measurement, control, and laboratory use. The 
system configuration of the scanner and tablet can be used in an industrial electromagnetic 
environment. The system configuration of the tablet and charger can be used in a basic 
electromagnetic environment. 

The system has also been found to be in compliance with FFC part 15 subpart B, and ICES-003. 

FCC Compliance (USA) 

This equipment was tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant 
to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against 
harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. 

This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used 
in accordance with the user’s guide, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. 
Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case 
you will be required to correct the interference at your own expense. 

ICES Compliance (Canada) 

This device complies with Canadian ICES-001(A).  

Cet appareil est conforme à la norme NMB-001(A) du Canada. 
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1.5 EU Declaration of Conformity 
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1.6 Calibration and Warranty Seals  
The internal electronics module of the FloormapX is equipped with a warranty seal. 

IMPORTANT 

Broken seals void the calibration certification and product warranty. 

1.7 Limited Warranty  
LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY: Except as otherwise agreed to by EDDYFI in writing, products such as 
instruments, mechanical products, spare parts, probes and cables are warranted, to the original 
Customer only, for use solely by Customer or direct affiliate, against defects in material and 
workmanship for a period of twelve (12) months from the date of delivery. Additional coverage may 
be provided under any Hardware Maintenance Plan (HMP) purchased by the Customer. Probes and 
cables are considered consumables and require periodic replacement due to wear. EDDYFI does not 
warrant the service life of probes, cables and other consumables. EDDYFI does not warrant any 
products against damages or defects caused by wear and tear, negligence, misuse, abnormal 
operating conditions, alterations or damage caused by events beyond the control of EDDYFI. EDDYFI 
shall not be liable for product defects caused by or resulting from any inaccuracies in any drawing, 
description or specification supplied by the Customer. Upon Customers written request during the 
warranty period, EDDYFI, at its choice, will repair or replace defective products within a reasonable 
time. The original term of warranty applies, without extension, for repaired or replacement products. 
All defective product shall be sent to EDDYFI freight prepaid by Customer in packaging appropriate 
to prevent damage in transit. The Limited Product Warranty does not apply to periodic calibration or 
minor maintenance as described in products operating manuals. All Customer paid repairs performed 
by EDDYFI are warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for ninety (90) days from 
the completion of repair. Upon Customer’s written notice of defect within the ninety (90) day period, 
EDDYFI will replace the defective part(s) and/or re-perform the service. This warranty is limited to 
failures in areas directly related to the repair performed. EDDYFI does not warrant any non-EDDYFI 
products. 

SOFTWARE: Any software related to the products is subject to specific Software License Agreement 
or Software Subscription Agreement. The software is not sold but granted under a non-exclusive and 
restrictive license. The software must be used with the software-enable hardware or software key 
supplied by EDDYFI. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT: Eddyfi shall have no obligations to provide technical support and expertise for 
i) Hardware Product that are not under a valid calibration certificate or under a valid Hardware 
Maintenance Plan (HMP), and ii) Software that has not been updated to the latest version available 
under a Software Subscription or a Software Maintenance Plan. 

LIMITED SERVICE WARRANTY: EDDYFI agrees to perform service for Customer on the expressed 
condition that EDDYFI’s sole obligation will be that the service will be performed in a professional and 
competent manner and will be of the kind and quality described in the EDDYFI quotation. EDDYFI 
does not warrant the fitness, suitability, or condition of Customer’s equipment upon which EDDYFI 
services are performed. If there is a specific problem with the quality of the service performed, 
Customer shall inform EDDYFI in writing and, if feasible, the service will be re-performed at no 
additional charge. In the event corrective services are performed by EDDYFI, Customer must provide 
adequate access to the equipment to allow EDDYFI to perform these services. Any additional costs 
incurred to provide access to the equipment will be the responsibility of the Customer. If re-
performance of the service is not feasible, EDDYFI and Customer shall negotiate in good faith to arrive 
at an equitable solution. 

REGARDLESS OF WHETHER UNDER CONTRACT OR TORT, NEGLIGENCE, OR ANY OTHER LEGAL 
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THEORY, THE LIMITED PRODUCT AND SERVICES WARRANTIES SET FORTH HEREIN ARE EXCLUSIVE 
AND NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND/OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE 
SHALL APPLY. THE LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY AND THE LIMITED SERVICE WARRANY ARE THE 
SOLE LIABILITY OF EDDYFI WITH REGARD TO ITS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES. 

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: EDDYFI’s total liability for any and all losses and damages arising out of any 
and all causes whatsoever including, without limitation, defects in the products, services, software, 
documentation, or sitework supplied, shall in no event exceed the purchase price of the applicable 
item(s). In no case shall EDDYFI be liable for any special, incidental or consequential damages based 
upon breach of warranty, breach of contract, negligence, direct liability or any other legal theory. 
Excluded damages include, but are not limited to; loss of profit, loss of savings or revenue or other 
commercial or economics losses, loss of use of the product or any associated equipment, downtime, 
the claims of third parties, including Customer, damage to property or injury to personnel. Nothing 
in these conditions shall however limit or exclude EDDYFI’s liability for any matter in respect of which 
it would be unlawful for EDDYFI to exclude or restrict liability. 

1.8 Copyrights  
This document, the product and programs it describes are protected by copyright laws in the UK, by 
laws of other countries, and by international treaties, therefore may not be reproduced, in whole or 
in part, whether for sale or not, without prior written consent from Eddyfi UK Ltd. Under copyright 
law, copying includes translation in other languages and formats.  

© Eddyfi UK Ltd, 2022  

This document was prepared with particular attention to usage to ensure the accuracy of the 
information it contains. It corresponds to the version of the product manufactured prior to the date 
appearing on the inside front cover. There may, however, be some differences between this document 
and the product, if the product was modified after publication.  

The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. 
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2. Introducing FloormapX 

The FloormapX is a battery powered, motor driven Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL) Array tank floor 
scanner, tailored towards large scale inspection of flat, ferrous, inspection surfaces to identify areas 
of reduced thickness and provide a value of Estimated Plate Loss (EPL) where appropriate. The 
dedicated data acquisition software SIMS GO is used to inspect in one of the two scanning modes; 
mapping or Freescan, both of which modes can adopt a pause on defect workflow.  

2.1 What’s in the Box 
The FloormapX is supplied in two rugged transport cases and comes with the following standard 
accessories: 

Mainframe box 

• FloormapX mainframe.  

• FloormapX user control. 

• 3x NiMH batteries and 2x chargers. 

• FloormapX tablet with stylus and SIMS 
GO acquisition software. 

• FloormapX tablet charger. 

• Motorization and sensor probe cables. 

• Documentation. 

 

Scanning head box 

• FloormapX scanning head. • Documentation. 

2.2 FloormapX Overview 
The FloormapX system comprises of the following key components: 

• Scanning head. 

• Mainframe. 

• User control. 

• Tablet. 

• Batteries. 

 

Figure 2: FloormapX front overview 

  

       

Figure 3: FloormapX rear overview 
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Scanning head 

The scanning head connects to the mainframe and consists primarily of the variable strength 
magnetic bridge, the MFL and STARS sensor head modules. The main components of the scanning 
head are identified below. The scanning head product and serial number label is located at the rear 
of the unit and is only visible when the mainframe is not attached. 

 

Figure 4: Scanning head overview 

 

Figure 5: Scanning head product and serial number label 

Magnet Position Indicators 

On the right-hand side of the scanning bridge, when viewing the system from the front, is the 
magnetic position indicator. The indicator identifies how much magnetic strength is imparted into 
the inspection surface between a range of 0 to 100. When the indicator points to the zero ‘0’ position 
then the FloormapX magnets are deemed off and do not impart magnetism into the inspection 
surface. When the magnetic indicator points at any other value then the FloormapX magnets will 
impart magnetism into the inspection surface or any other ferrous surface or object. The greater the 
value on the magnetic position indicator the stronger the magnetic attraction. 

NOTE  

When at the zero position there will still be some low-level residual magnetism around the 
system and there are places where magnetically attract small ferromagnetic items. 

Scanning Bridge Height Adjuster 

The scanning bridge can be set at two different height positions, low or high, using the height 
adjustment level.  

Before setting the bridge height either set the magnets to the zero position (magnets off) or lie the 
system in a horizontal position so the scanning bridge is clear of the inspection surface. 
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The bridge height is set by lifting the black collar below the height adjustment knob then moving the 
lever to the required height position before releasing the collar to lock in place. The positions are 
indicated on the scanning bridge by a H for high, and an L for low.  

WARNING 

A strong magnetic attraction exists between the scanning bridge and inspection surface. 
Ensure the bridge is clear of the inspection surface or the magnets are set to the zero position 
before adjusting the bridge height. 

IMPORTANT 

During an inspection if the bridge height position is changes, ensure the correct calibration is 
used. A separate calibration is required at a low and a high scanning bridge position for the 
same plate thickness.  

Cable Ports 

The color-coded ports at the top of the scanning head are for connecting the mainframe to the 
scanning head. When viewing the system from the front the left-hand side port is colored orange and 
is for the scanning head motorization. The right-hand side port is colored blue and is for the probe 
cables. 

NOTE 

To avoid damage when assembling the FloormapX please ensure cables are attached after 
the modules have been correctly assembled and verified as secure. 

Cover Plate 

The cover plate is located on the underside of the scanning head and provides protection to the MFL 
sensor head, the two STARS sensor heads and magnetic bridge during an inspection. The cover plate 
is secured by clips and bolts. 

IMPORTANT 

Always ensure cover plate is attached during use, failure to do so will invalidate the warranty. 

Front Lights 

At the front of the scanning head are two LED headlights which are operated using the Lighting 
power button on the user control. The light can be switched off, then on and cycle through the 
brightness settings until they are switched off.  

NOTE 

During a system power sequence, it is normal for the front headlights to flash. 

HOT SURFACE 

While hot temperatures are not expected when lit, care must be taken in this region when 
touching the system. 

Main Wheels 

The scanner head has four wheels, the two rear wheels are motor driven and encoded, while the two 
front wheels provide steering. The steering angle can be set using the steering knob on the user 
control.  

NOTE 

The steering angle cannot be adjusted during a scan. 
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Mainframe 

The mainframe is the vertical chassis that connects the user control and tablet to the scanning head. 
The main components of the mainframe are identified below. The mainframe product and serial 
number label is located at the rear of the unit on the user control rail and is only visible when the user 
control is not attached. 

 

 

Figure 6: Mainframe front overview 

 

Figure 7: Mainframe rear overview 

 

Figure 8: Mainframe product and serial label  

Tablet docking station 

Located at the top of the mainframe is the docking station for the FloormapX tablet. At the top of 
the docking station is a tablet quick release catch that secures the tablet in place. The viewing angle 
of the tablet can be set by using the docking angle adjuster which is situated on the right of the 
scanner when viewing the system from the behind. On the right-hand side of the tablet is the 
connector for the tablet to mainframe cable. This cable runs through the docking station and into 
the mainframe.  

IMPORTANT 

Care must be taken during assembly, disassembly and altering the viewing angle to ensure 
the cable is loose and not pinched by the docking station. 

To avoid damage, it is recommended that the cable connecting the tablet to the mainframe 
is disconnected from the tablet prior to undocking. 

The docking angle adjustor knob only needs to be turned a few times to disengage the locking 
teeth. It is not necessary to remove it from the system completely. 

Battery compartment 

In the front of the mainframe behind the removable cover is the battery compartment. Here two 
battery slots are located. When viewing the system from the front the right-hand active battery slot 
is active one that allows the battery to power the FloormapX. The left-hand battery slot is used only 
for battery storage. 

Docking 
angle 
adjustment

Battery 
compartment

Quick attach to 
scanner head

Reposition 
wheels

Tablet quick 
release

Cable 
ports

Emergency 
stop

Laser and 
rear light 
module

Lateral tilt 
knob
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Cable Ports 

The color-coded ports at either side of the lower mainframe are for connecting the mainframe to the 
scanning head. When viewing the system from the front the left-hand side port is colored orange and 
is for the scanning head motorization. The right-hand side port is colored blue and is for the probe 
cables. 

NOTE 

To avoid damage when assembling the FloormapX please ensure cables are attached after 
the modules have been correctly assembled and verified as secure. 

Reposition wheels 

Located at the bottom of the mainframe are the reposition wheels. These are used for disengaging 
the FloormapX scanning head from the inspection for maneuvering and positioning. 

Emergency stop 

When activated the emergency stop prohibits the drive motors, the magnet motors and steering 
motors functionality. It does not shutdown the power to the entire system. To activate press and the 
switch latches. To reset rotate clockwise. 

NOTE 

If the system is not operating as expected then please ensure the Emergency Stop has not 
been accidentally pressed, especially when assembling the FloormapX from the component 
modules. 

Laser and rear light module  

Located at the rear of the mainframe is the rear light and laser module. When the system is powered 
on the rear lighting is always on and at a constant brightness. The red laser line can be switched on 
and off using the laser guide button on the user control. The specifications for the laser fitted to the 
scanner are: 

• Laser Class: 2. 

• Wavelength: 650nm. 

• Maximum output power: 1mW. 

• Emission type: Continuous wave. 

• Maintenance: If required. 

 

Figure 9: Laser and rear light module  

NOTE 

The user control light button does not control the rear lighting. 

WARNING LASER 

Do not deliberately look or stare into the laser beam. Avoid accidental exposure to eyes. 

Lateral tilt knob 

Located at the rear of the mainframe is the lateral tilt know. This allows the mainframe to lean either 
left or right so the scanning head can get up close to the tanks shell and other restricted areas. 

To lean the mainframe, unscrew the lateral tilt knob and pull to disengage the plunger. Lean the 
mainframe in the desired direction until the plunger engages then screw the lateral tilt knob. 
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User Control 

This is a quick release, detachable module that connects to the rear of the mainframe and contains 
all the necessary controls buttons to operate the system. At the rear of the mainframe is a connecting 
cable that attaches to the bottom of the user control. The height of the user control can be adjusted 
to suit the operator. Pull the knob situated directly below the user control to disengage the plunger. 
To set the height, slide up or down until the plunger engages. There are five height adjustment 
positions available. 

NOTE 

To avoid damage when the user control is removed ensure the mainframe connecting cable is disconnected.  

IMPORTANT 

After installation or adjustment of the user control height, ensure the locking plunger is 
properly engaged before using the system. Failure to do so will invalidate the warranty. 

The user control product and serial number label is located at the rear of the unit on the user control 
rail sliders and is only visible when the user control is not attached. 

 

Figure 10: User control product and serial label 

The location and function of each button on the user control is provided below. 

 

Figure 11: User control button overview 

Name Button Description 

System power 

 

Hold for 2 seconds to turn system on or off. 

Hold for 4 seconds to force a power off shutdown. 

Lighting power 

 

Turn the front lights on and off. 

Press the button to cycle through the brightness settings. 

The rear light is always on and at a constant brightness. 
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Laser guide 

 

Turns the laser line on and off. 

The laser line is simulated in SIMS GO software to help 
location scan indications on the tank floor. 

SMARTmagnet™ 

 

Turns the powerful rare earth permanent magnets on or 
off. When switched off it provides safer storage, shipping, 
and manipulation during inspection. 

Thumb button(s) 

 

Either button interacts with software as an ‘accept’ 
button to reduce touch screen interaction and increase 
inspection efficiency and ease of use. 

Motion throttle 

 

Pulling the lever controls speed of the scanner during the 
inspection. The maximum speed is set in SIMS GO data 
acquisition software. 

 

Steering 

 

Turn the steering knob to alter the steering angle of the 
front wheels. The SIMS GO displays the steering angle. 

Press down the steering knob to return to a straight line.  

Tablet 

The FloormapX tablet is a quick release, detachable module that is secured in the docking station of 
the mainframe and contains the SIMS GO data acquisition software. On the right-hand side of the 
tablet is the scanner connector and on the left-hand side is a door covering various connectors. 

IMPORTANT 

During an inspection, the left side tablet door must be closed.  

The tablet product and serial number label is located at the rear of the unit behind the stand and is 
only visible when the tablet is not docked to the system and the stand is opened. 

 

Figure 12: Tablet product and serial label 

The front panel of the FloormapX tablet has hard buttons that can be used to interact with the SIMS 
GO software to simplify operation and increase efficiency during an inspection. The location of each 
button and actions are provided below. 

 

Figure 13: FloormapX tablet overview 
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Name Button Description 

Power button 

 

Use this button to turn on the tablet. The power indication 
at the center of the button behaves as follows: 

Green: tablet is on. 

Flashing yellow / orange: tablet is in standby mode. 

Unlit: tablet is off. 

Battery indicator 

 

This displays the state of the tablet battery: 

Green: tablet is on. 

Flashing green: tablet is on and battery is charging. 

Red: battery error, no charge. 

Wi-Fi indicator 

 

This displays the Wi-Fi status of the tablet: 

Green: Wi-Fi enabled. 

Unlit: Wi-Fi disabled. 

Indication list 

 

Short press to open indication list. 

Long press to open full indication list. 

Move to indication 

 

The view moves back to the show the indication selected in 
the list. 

Change indication status 

 

Short press to reject the selected indication. 

Long press to accept the selected indication. 

Add indication 

 

Allows a manual indication to be added when in plate view. 

Select active view 

 

Selects the active view within the calibration and scan page. 
The active view is indicated by the purple boarder. 

Full extent 

 

Returns the zoom level to see the entirety of the plate in 
plate view page or the entirety of the scan in scan page. 

No function 

 

This button has no function. 

Data view 

 

Changes the data view for the selected active view. Cycle 
through the STARS, MFLA and sizing views. 

 

Tablet battery and charging 

The FloormapX tablet has an internal 10.8VDC lithium-ion battery. The battery has a discharge 
voltage of 10.8VDC and maximum discharge current of 8A. When the tablet is docked and connected 
to the FloormapX the tablet battery is charged from the FloormapX nickel metal hydride battery.  
When the tablet is undocked, it is powered by its internal lithium-ion battery. A desktop charger is 
supplied and can be used to charge the tablet battery when the tablet is not connected to the system. 
The charging port for the tablet is located behind the left-hand door. When charging the battery has 
a charging voltage of 12.6VDC and a maximum charge current of 4A. 
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Figure 14: FloormapX tablet label  

FloormapX Battery  

A 28.8V DC 9Ah nickel metal hydride (NIMH) battery powers the FloormapX including the drive 
motors, magnet motors and steering motors, and on-board lighting. The FloormapX is supplied with 
three batteries and two chargers as standard, to allow continuous operation. Battery life is dependent 
upon the inspection environment. The battery has a discharge voltage of 36VDC and maximum 
discharge current of 15A.  

 

 

Figure 15: FloormapX battery label 

 

 

Figure 16: FloormapX mainframe label 

In the front of the mainframe behind the removable cover is the battery compartment where two 
battery slots are located. When viewing the system from the front the right-hand active battery slot 
is active one that allows the battery to power the FloormapX. The left-hand battery slot is used only 
for battery storage. The batteries are secured in place by using the battery locking cam. 

 

Figure 17: FloormapX battery 

 

Figure 18: FloormapX battery compartment

REMOVE BATTERY 

When the FloormapX system is powered off the battery must be removed from the right-
hand active battery slot and placed into the left-hand storage slot. The battery capacity has 
a potential of discharging if left in the active slot when the system is not powered on. 
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Fitting a FloormapX Battery  

To fit a battery in the FloormapX: 

1. Remove the battery cover by unscrewing the two thumbscrews. 

2. Insert battery into the right-hand active battery slot with the battery connector. 

3. Turn battery locking cam clockwise at the top of the battery to secure the battery in position. 

4. Reattach the battery cover. 

WARNING  

A battery that is incorrectly fitted, connected and / or secured can result in serious harm to 
the operator and FloormapX.  

IMPORTANT  

It is important that the FloormapX is operated with the battery correctly fitted, secured and 
with the battery cover always fitted. Failure to do so will invalidate the warranty. 

Removing a FloormapX Battery  

To remove a battery from the FloormapX: 

1. Power off the system by press and hold the power button for 2 seconds then selecting Turn off. 

2. Remove the battery front cover by unscrewing the two thumbscrews. 

3. Release the battery locking cam by turning counter clockwise. 

4. Using the carry handle, remove battery from the FloormapX. 

Charging a FloormapX Battery  

The FloormapX is supplied with 2 battery chargers. A flat battery typically requires approximately 6-
7 hours of charge time. When charging the battery has a charging voltage of 36VDC and a maximum 
charge current of 1.5A. 

WARNING 

Use of any other charger unit will invalidate the warranty and may result in battery 
malfunction, damage and or may result in fire. 

 

Figure 19: FloormapX battery charger information 

To charge a battery: 

1. Remove the battery from the FloormapX. 

2. Correctly connect the charger cable to the FloormapX battery. 

3. Begin the charge process by connect the battery charger to a suitable mains power supply and 
power on. During the charging process check the LED indicator on the charger to determine the 
charging mode. 

IMPORTANT 

If the charger LED displays an error, please power off the charger. 
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4. Charging is complete once a green LED is displayed on the battery charger. If the LED indicates 
a different color, please refer to the table below, or the information on the charger to identify 
the mode. 

5. Switch off the battery charger power at the mains supply, then disconnect from the mains 
supply. 

IMPORTANT  

Nickel Metal hydride batteries require a regular charge and discharge cycle to maintain 
optimal performance. It is important that the battery is allowed to be fully charged between 
discharge cycles during this period. Failure to do so will invalidate the warranty. 

Battery Charger LED Indications 

The color of the LED indicator on the charger correlates to the charging mode, which can be identified 
from the table below: 

LED Color Mode 

Yellow Battery not connected 

Yellow Battery initialization & analysis 

Orange Fast charge 

Green with intermittent Yellow flash Top-off charge 

Green Trickle charge 

Alternating Orange - Green Error 

Battery Safety Information 

• The FloormapX batteries should be charged at least every 4 months, otherwise the batteries 
will reduce capacity or become dead.  

• The FloormapX batteries must be fully charged before use. Allow 3-5 cycles of charging and 
discharging for full battery capacity to be recovered. 

• The FloormapX battery charger is only designed for indoor use and should not encounter water 
or dust. To avoid overheating, the charger and battery should not be covered when it is in use. 

• When the FloormapX system is not being used the battery must be removed from the right-
hand active battery slot of the scanner and placed into the left-hand storage slot. The battery 
capacity has a potential of discharging if left in the active slot when the system is not being 
used. 

• Only use the charger provided to charge the FloormapX battery. Charging the battery with 
another charger or without any attention may cause the battery to explode. 

• The charger is turned on by connecting it to the mains power socket. Disconnecting it from the 
main power socket turns the charger off. The mains power socket should be easily accessible. If 
an operational error occurs, the plug should be immediately removed from the socket. 

• If the charger is equipped with a mains cord, verify that the cord has not been damaged. If the 
cord is damaged, the charger must not be used. 

• The charger contains dangerous voltages, so the cover should not be removed. Avoid the 
plastic casing encountering any chemicals or solvents such as oil, greases, etc. as most types 
of plastic can be broken down then. If the casing or covers are damaged, the charger must not 
be used. 
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2.3 Assembling the FloormapX  
The FloormapX is supplied and shipped in separate modules amongst two transit cases. In the on-line 
learning package, a video is available in Module 7 showing how to assemble the FloormapX. To unpack 
and assemble the FloormapX:  

1. Remove the scanner head from the transit case and place onto the ground, wheel touching. 

2. Loosen the brass rear attach bolts on the rear of the scanner head and unscrew all the way, 
remove, and then replace so that they are supported by the spring-loaded bearing. 

3. Lift the mainframe up to vertical whilst the reposition wheels remain resting in the transit case. 

4. Attach the user control to the mainframe by sliding it down onto the guide rail and ensure the 
locking plunger engages correctly.  

5. Attach the user control cable from the mainframe to the user control. 

6. Lift the mainframe out of the transit case and place the reposition wheels on the floor. 

7. Wheel the mainframe to the scanner head rear attach mechanism. 

 

Figure 20: Offering the mainframe to the scanning head 

8. With a foot placed in front of the scanner head to stop it rolling, engage the mainframe rear 
attach mechanism into the scanner head rear attach mechanism. Press down on the brass rear 
attach bolts to engage them then screw down fully before letting go of the mainframe. 

 

Figure 21: Engaging the mainframe with the scanning head  

9. Attach the sensor cable with blue identifying rings to the matching color-coded ports on the 
scanner head and mainframe. 

IMPORTANT  

Ensure cable connectors are correctly mated to avoid damage to connector pins. 

10. Attach the motorization cable with orange identifying rings to the matching color-coded ports 
on the scanner head and mainframe. 

IMPORTANT  

Ensure cable connectors are correctly mated to avoid damage to connector pins. 

11. Loosen the docking angle adjustor knob and set the angle of the tablet to the desired position 
and retighten the locking knob.  

NOTE 

The docking angle adjustor knob only needs to be turned a few times to disengage the locking 
teeth. It is not necessary to remove it from the system completely. 
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12. Attach the tablet connector from the mainframe to the scanner connector on the tablet. 

 

Figure 22: FloormapX tablet connector 

13. Remove the battery compartment cover and fit a battery into the right-hand active battery slot. 
If required insert a spare fully charged battery into the left-hand slot. Replace the battery 
compartment cover. 

 

Figure 23: FloormapX battery compartment 

14. Power the system on by pressing the tablet power button or the user control power button. 

15. The system is ready to use once the software has loaded and the system has completed is power 
on sequence of flashing headlights. 

REMOVE BATTERY 

When the FloormapX system is powered off the battery must be removed from the right-
hand active battery slot and placed into the left-hand storage slot. The battery capacity has 
a potential of discharging if left in the active slot when the system is not powered on. 

2.4 Recommended Scanning Bridge Height  
To account for varying levels of imparted magnetism the following table contains recommended 
operating conditions when performing a calibration and subsequent inspection. The low setting will 
provide the best detection capability. The high setting can be used on thinner plates or to provide 
better ground clearance.  

Metric 

 Coating Thickness (mm) 

0mm 1mm 2mm 3mm 4mm 5mm 6mm 

Pl
a

te
 T

h
ic

kn
es

s 
(m

m
) 

6mm High or Low High or Low High or Low High or Low Low Low Low 

8mm High or Low High or Low High or Low Low Low Low Low 

10mm High or Low Low Low  Low Low Low Low 

12mm Low Low Low Low Low Low Low 

14mm+ Low Low Low Low Low Low Low 
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Imperial 

 Coating Thickness (mils) 

0mils 40mils 80mils 120mils 160 mils 200mils 240mils 

Pl
a

te
 T

h
ic

kn
es

s 
(i

n
ch

) 

1/4in High or Low High or Low High or Low High or Low Low Low Low 

5/16in High or Low High or Low High or Low Low Low Low Low 

3/8in High or Low Low Low  Low Low Low Low 

1/2in Low Low Low Low Low Low Low 

9/16in + Low Low Low Low Low Low Low 

IMPORTANT  

Operation outside the recommended specifications is possible, for example operating the 
FloormapX on 16mm (5/8in) in the high position, but detection and consistency criteria 
maybe adversely affected. Investigation of performance is recommended prior to inspection 
to understand performance. 

All calibration, especially those that are performed on plate thicknesses of greater than 12mm 
(1/2in) should be verified and performance understood prior to inspection as detection and 
repeatability may be affected. 

It is recommended to include a scan overlap for inspections that are to be performed on plate 
thicknesses of greater than 12mm (1/2in). 

2.5 MFL Technique  
To detect a leaking field, the FloormapX uses hall effect sensors mounted between the poles of a 
magnetic bridge. The magnetic bridges include strong permanent magnets that induce a magnetic 
field into an inspection specimen. The presence of a defect in the inspection specimen causes the 
induced magnetic field to leak and it is this leaking magnetic field that the suitably placed hall effect 
sensors detect.  

MFL systems are heavily reliant on the inspection surface, upon which they operate. It is important 
to understand that as the condition of the inspection surface deteriorates, so can the effectiveness 
of any MFL system. All MFL systems interpret a leaking field and any influencing factors that affect 
this leaking field must be understood and factored into the inspection process. 

As MFL can, in part, be considered as a volumetric detection technique, it is important to understand 
the relationship between the calibration defects and defect depth. In cases where accurate remaining 
wall thickness is required, any defect indications reported with the FloormapX system should be cross-
checked with an alternative method (such as UT or a pit gauge). 
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2.6 Specifications 

FloormapX PERFORMANCE  

Principle of operation Array Magnetic Flux Leakage & Magnetic Field Reluctance (STARS) 

Numbers of sensors / channels 256 Hall Effect sensors, 64 channels 

Top and bottom discrimination Yes, using STARS technology 

Detection capability As small as 20% plate thickness, ø 2 mm (ø 0.080 in) ** 

Test through coatings Yes, up to 10mm (400mils) if non-magnetic and depending upon plate thickness 

Max recommended Plate thickness Up to and including 16mm (0.63 in) * 

Speed Variable from 0 mm/s to 1 m/s (0 in/s to 3.28 ft/s) 

Scan width 300 mm (12 in) 

Scan coverage Up to 263 m² / h (2831 ft²/h) 

Plate thickness range 4-20 mm (0.157 in to 3/4 in) 

Positional accuracy ± 0.04% (± 3 mm over 8 meters) (± 3/32 in over 26 ft) 

Method of propulsion High-efficiency brushless DC motor, drive wheels or push pull 

Dimensions (W × H × D) 458×1075×973 mm (18×42×38 in), shipped in 2 transit cases 

Shipped weight Box 1: 45kg (99lbs) ||   Box 2: 55kg  (121lbs) 

Shipped dimensions Box 1: 510mm x 650mm x 370mm     ||     Box 2: 1220mm x 490mm x 420mm 

           (20 x 25.6 x 14.6 in)                  ||                (48 x  19.3 x 16.5 in) 

Assembled weight 63 kg (139 lbs.) 

Minimum man-way size 500 mm (20 in) 

Batteries Supplied with 3 batteries and 2 chargers for continuous use 

Typical battery operational time Up to 4 hours 

Operating temperature -10°C to 45°C (14°F to 113°F) 

Storage temperature -10°C to 55°C (14°F to 131°F) 

Usage environment Industrial storage tank floors 

Ingress protection rating IP53*** 

Maximum operating altitude 2000m**** 

Maximum relative humidity 80% non-condensing 

* It must further be noted that reduced detection capability is possible on thicker inspection surfaces. 

** These results are based on artificial defects. Detection capabilities may vary depending on different inspection factors, for further information please contact 
Eddyfi. 

*** The system is rain shower resistant. Do not leave in rain for prolonged periods, wipe system dry after wetting, do not spray with a hose or immerse in water/ drive 
through standing water. 

****The system is air shippable whilst packed in its transit cases 
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3. Inspection Process 

This section gives an example of the typical main processes involved when performing an inspection 
with the FloormapX system. 

3.1 Pre-Inspection preparation  
• Ensure the FloormapX is using the latest version of SIMS GO data acquisition software. 

• Check that no component is damaged. 

• Check that the unit is functional and powers on correctly. 

• Check that user control mechanism works as designed. 

• Check that high/low mechanism on the scanning head works. 

• Check that the magnets move freely. 

• Check that the drive and steering motors work. 

• Fully charge all FloormapX batteries.  

• Ensure the FloormapX and accessories are packaged properly for transit. 

3.2 Onsite FloormapX setup preparation 
Before beginning a tank floor inspection using the FloormapX, we advise operators to follow the 
recommended checklist:  

1. Unpack and assemble the FloormapX system. 

2. Check all the FloormapX cables are connected and secure before powering on the system. 

3. Check all cables are free and not pinched. 

4. Ensure the cover plate is attached and fixed in place. 

5. Ensure the scanning bridge high / low mechanism is free moving and locks in both the high and 
the low position. 

6. Ensure all FloormapX batteries are fully charged before inspection begins. 

7. Always ensure the drive system is clean and maintained. 

8. Power on the FloormapX. 

9. Ensure the motorization emergency stop is disengaged. 

3.3 FloormapX calibration preparation 

Calibration Checklist 

1. Determine the thickness of the tank bottom plates and coating using ultrasonic testing (UT) or 
other reliable and accurate method. 

2. Identify a suitable reference plate thickness to use for calibration. 

3. If the tank bottom has a coating or lining and the thickness is more than 0.5mm (20mils) it must 
be simulated on the reference plate during calibration and entered into the SIMS GO data 
acquisition software calibration routine. 

Calibration Considerations 

Please refer to section 4.5 Create Calibration of this user manual for calibration procedure on how to 
correctly calibrate the FloormapX using the SIMS GO for a particular plate and coating thickness.  
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During the calibration procedure please be aware the following important points: 

• For safety reasons, when performing a calibration, the FloormapX must be set at the slowest 
speed setting.  

• The leakage field from non-calibration defects will vary dependent upon diameter, shape, and 
volume as well as depth. It is essential that a range of defects detected in the inspection 
surface are cross checked with ultrasonic testing or pit depth measurement. This ensures the 
calibration is suitable for the type of corrosion present in the inspection surface.  

• All calibration procedures must be carried out on a MFL reference plate manufactured in 
accordance with the appropriate Eddyfi drawing, of the same thickness as the floor plates to 
be tested. The standard MFL reference plate thicknesses are 6mm, 8mm, 10mm, 12mm, 1/4in, 
5/16in, 3/8in and 1/2in. 

• Once calibrated, the FloormapX calibration is only valid for that configuration. Therefore, if on 
any single track there exists any variation in the inspection surface, plate, or coating thickness, 
or if the scanner bridge height has changed then this must be considered. Another calibration 
is required to inspect that variation. 

NOTE 

In some cases, the true thickness of the tank floor plates being inspected may not be the 
identical thickness as the standard MFL reference plates.  

Inspection Surface Thicknesses 

Knowing the inspection surface thickness and selecting the correct reference plate for calibration is 
vital to obtaining optimal results when using the FloormapX system. When the inspection surface is: 

• The same thickness as the reference plate used in calibration, then optimal results can be 
achieved by the system. This is the ideal case. 

• Thicker than the reference plate used in calibration, the system will likely be under sensitive. 
This reduces the detection capabilities of the system, and defects would likely be undersized. 
This is worst case. 

• Thinner than the reference plate used in calibration, the system will likely be oversensitive. This 
increases the chance of spurious defects, and defects would likely be oversized.  

IMPORTANT 

The reference plate must not be in contact with any other ferromagnetic material while the 
calibration is being carried out.  

When the coating is more than 0.5mm (20mils) on the tank floor, this must be simulated during the 
calibration procedure by placing a piece of non-magnetic material, which maintains the same 
thickness as the coating on the floor, between the scanner and the reference plate.  

IMPORTANT 

For accurate sizing it is important that the reference plate matches the inspection surface as 
closely as possible in terms of material composition, thickness, and coating.  

3.4 In Tank Inspection Setup 
1. Erect suitable lighting within the storage tank. This can aid the FloormapX operator to identify 

markings and hazards.  

2. Investigate the tank environment and find details on the condition and history of the storage 
tank to be inspected. Details such as: 
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• The external conditioning (e.g., location of the tank, soil, and altitude). 

• The age of the storage tank and its inspection history. 

• Identify the history of the product stored in the storage tank and the condition of the plate 
coating (if any). 

• Tank Diameter: required to calculate the annular ring. 

3. Check the cleanliness of the inspection surface. In poor conditions the scanning bridge can 
attract loose ferrous material, which can sometimes interfere with the accuracy of MFL 
indications.  

IMPORTANT 

It is recommended that the scanning bridge is regularly cleaned at intervals during inspection 
if this is the case. To aid scanning head cleaning it is recommended to set the magnet position 
to zero before cleaning as most magnetic debris will fall away from the scanner without 
further action since there is no magnetic attracting force. 

4. Locate the tank datum position. When viewing a tank floor from above, the plates can be seen 
to align in both the vertical and horizontal plane as illustrated below.  

 

Figure 24: Tank floor aligning for horizontal and vertical plane 
Identifying a tank datum is important as the plate numbering system, the plate reference and 
the plate orientation are all referenced to the tank datum. The tank datum position is established 
within a tank by: 

5. Looking at the tank floor from above. 

6. Establishing the plate rows that run parallel.  

7. Orientating yourself to look perpendicular to the plate rows. 

 

 

Figure 25: Identifying parallel plate rows  

 

Figure 26: Orientating to be perpendicular to plate rows 
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8. Positioning the tank datum point in the bottom-left hand corner. 

 

Figure 27: Position of tank datum into the bottom left-hand corner 

9. The row and plate numbering system set the position of the plate relative to the other plates in 
the tank and must be used with the SIMS GO data acquisition software. The numbering system 
begins in the top left-hand corner with the row number increases downwards and the plate 
number increases from left to right (the plate number resets on each new row).  

NOTE 

It is possible to select an alternative plate numbering system for report generation in the SIMS 
PRO software. 

  

Figure 28: Plate numbering system with bottom-left tank datum position 

10. For annular numbers set the position of the annular plate relative to the other annular plates in 
the ring. The software counts annular plates in a clockwise direction beginning at 1. It is 
recommended to keep the position of annular 1 close to the top left-hand corner.  

NOTE 

The annular ring can be rotated to the required position in the SIMS PRO software. 

11. Verify the plate thickness and coating if applicable for each plate by performing at least 3 UT 
plate thickness readings. We advise the checks are performed by checking the thickness of: 

• One corner of the plate. 

• The center of the plate. 

• The opposite diagonal corner of the plate.  
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12. Mark on plates any weldments, obstructions and any weld spatter that can potentially damage 
the undercarriage of the FloormapX. We advise to grinding down any weld spatters if possible or 
raising the scanning bridge position. Alternatively, the Handscan, a mini MFL scanner, could 
inspect around these areas. 

IMPORTANT 

During an inspection if the scanning bridge position is changed, ensure the correct calibration 
is used. A separate calibration is required at a low and a high scanning bridge position for the 
same plate thickness.  

13. Select a plate reference for each plate, knowing their relative position to the tank datum, for the 
inspection. 

14. Identify the correct orientation for each plate.  

15. Measure the width and length for each plate. Mark out the chosen track width for the plate. 

 

Figure 29: Rectangle and sketch plate markings for scan width 
IMPORTANT 

Marking out the plate tracks before or during inspection can increase inspection efficiency 
when scanning tank floors. 

NOTE 

It is advised to mark out track width intervals at the beginning and end of a plate. If the plate 
length is longer than 4 meters it is advised to mark the beginning, middle and end of the 
plates to ensure the FloormapX does not deviate from its intended scanning path. 

16. Enter the plate details into SIMS GO and begin scanning. 

3.5 Scanning checklist 
1. During the inspection it is advised to periodically check the FloormapX by performing verification 

scans on an applicable reference plate to ensure scans are consistent throughout the entire 
inspection. 

2. Previous or current scanned plates can be viewed in the FloormapX SIMS GO data acquisition 
software using specialized features such as STARS and MFLArray.  

IMPORTANT  

When analyzing MFL findings during an inspection, operators must use the specialized 
software features and other tools available to them to verify the correct sizing and surface 
origin of identified defects.  
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3.6 Plate scanning coverage 
1. The active scanning width of the FloormapX system is 300mm (12in). If required, scans can be 

overlapped by a value of between 0mm to 100mm and set in the SIMS GO data acquisition 
software. To calculate the number of scans required per plate, simply divide the plate width by 
300mm minus the scan overlap. Round up to the nearest whole number. 

Number of scans = plate width / (300 – scan overlap)  

NOTE 

The SIMS GO data acquisition software automatically calculates the number of scans 
required per plate, based on the overlap selected in the software.  

2. Achieving full plate scanning coverage with the FloormapX scanner is not possible. Typically, on 
rectangular plates non-inspected dead zone areas exist in each plate corner and around the 
plate edge. For annular and sketch plates this non-inspected dead zone depends upon the size 
and shape of the plate. Any obstructions on a plate also cause a reduction in the scan coverage 
area for that plate. 

3. The data captured by the FloormapX relies upon the MFL and rear STARS sensor heads passing 
the same point of the inspection surface, however due to a positional offset between these two 
sensors head, at the start of a scan data captured begins at the MFL sensor head location, while 
at the end of a scan data captured finishes at the rear STARS sensor head location. This results 
in the following scan dead zone distances: 

• When the scanner is positioned with its back wheels against a weld, due to the gap between 
the back wheels and MFL sensor head, a dead zone of 174mm (6.8in) exists at the start of 
each scan. 

• When the scanner reaches the end of a plate and stops with its front wheels against the 
weld, due to the gap between the front wheels and rear STARS sensor head, a dead zone of 
259mm (10.1in) exists at the end of the scan.  

• When the scanner stops in front of a vertical obstruction with its front handle against it, 
due to the gap between the front handle and rear STARS sensor head, a dead zone of 
338mm (13.3in) exists at the end of the scan.  

 

Figure 30: FloormapX sensor head mechanical constraints 
4. Due to the mechanical constraints, it is also not possible to get closer than 10mm to the lap weld 

around the edge of the plate.  

IMPORTANT 

Ensure all non-scanned areas on a plate such as in each plate corner, around the plate edges 
and around any obstructions are inspected by some other means such as Handscan mini MFL 
scanner or UT inspection. 
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3.7 Post-inspection checklist 

Out of Tank 

1. A final calibration verification scan should be performed before completing an inspection using 
the FloormapX to ensure the validity of the findings and the system set up.  

2. Back-up all the gathered inspection data stored on the tablet to a USB memory stick. 

3. Store the FloormapX and all other equipment safely during transit to avoid damage to 
components. Taking care to remove cables when packing system into transit case. Ensure 
batteries are removed from the FloormapX when not being used. 

IMPORTANT 

Ensure the magnets are turned off before packing into the transit case for shipping. 

REMOVE BATTERY 

When the FloormapX system is powered off the battery must be removed from the right-
hand active battery slot and placed into the left-hand storage slot. The battery capacity has 
a potential of discharging if left in the active slot when the system is not powered on. 

In Office  

1. After completion of an inspection, we advise the following: 

2. Clean the system. Ensure all components are free from tank residue and that magnet bridge 
and scanner heads of free from unwanted ferrous material. 

3. All FloormapX batteries are placed on charge and fully charged for the next inspection. 

4. The FloormapX and related equipment are stored in a safe place within advised storing 
temperatures. 

5. The MFL information gathered during an inspection is transferred onto a desktop / laptop and 
processed using SIMS PRO to generate the report. 
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4. SIMS GO data acquisition Software 

SIMS GO is the data acquisition software embedded on the FloormapX tablet. Below, information is 
provided on the layout features encountered during operation. 

4.1 Introduction 
FloormapX is operated using Eddyfi’s SIMS GO software which has useful features allowing full 
indication visibility and simple reporting while scanning. SIMS GO is split into the frontstage and 
backstage. The frontstage offers all the required tools to edit inspection and asset details, perform 
calibrations and collect and view scanned data. The backstage allows you to create or load 
inspections, system setup and licensing, software display preferences and system help. To switch 
between the frontstage and backstage of the software press the home button in the upper left 
corner. Alternatively, return to the desired frontstage window by selecting from the ribbon tab. 

4.2 Backstage 
An icon toolbar across the top of the backstage window allow access to the general, documentation, 
system, display, software license and help pages. The backstage shows generic information about 
the system and shows buttons to quickly access common menus for managing inspections and 
producing reports. 

 

Figure 31: SIMS GO backstage - general 

At any point navigating to the front stage is allowed by pressing on the frontstage ribbons at the top 
of the SIMS GO window. 

General 

Here the main inspection option parameters are available: 

• Create. 

• Load. 

• Transfer. 

• Load cal. 

• Plate list. 

The loaded inspection area displays the inspection details as well as system setup information. 
Inspection details are populated once an inspection is loaded, while the system setup information 
shows the specific calibration information once it is loaded. 
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Create 

The create button allows a new inspection to be setup by entering information into inspection details, 
asset details and threshold areas. 

In the inspection details area, the inspection company, operator, location, asset ID and client 
information is entered. Inspection date will be assigned to the current date by default and can be 
edited. If any of the inspection details are empty the inspection cannot be created. This information 
will be included in the report automatically so full operator name should be used.  

 

Figure 32: Create inspection 

In the asset details area, all the physical parameters of the inspections are entered, like the tank’s 
diameter, number of annular plates, bottom plate thickness, annular plate thickness, coating 
thickness and scan overlap values. These values assist you during an inspection. For example, if the 
annular plate thickness does not match the reference plate thickness, it prevents you from inspecting 
that plate, thus ensuring the correct calibration is used.  

 

The correct tank diameter value must be entered to correctly create the annular plates. The tank 
diameter calculator tool can be used to compute the tank diameter, providing the tank consists of 
identical size annular plates.  

 

Figure 33: Tank diameter calculator  

The thresholds area allows setting EPL values for default display purposes in the scans as well as for 
reporting purposes. Thresholds are set to 20% by default and can be edited in the plate view, scan 
and Freescan pages through a dedicated threshold menu. 

Load  

A list is displayed of all created inspections which are available to load and contains details relating 
to the asset ID, client name and inspection date for each inspection. These details can be used to sort 
the list of inspections. At the bottom of the menu the user can choose to delete, load an inspection, 
or cancel out of the menu. 
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Figure 34: Load inspection  

NOTE  

In the image above the delete option is not available for a currently loaded inspection. 

Transfer  

This tool is used to copy an inspection from the tablet to an external USB stick through the export 
function, or from a USB stick onto the tablet through the import function. The inspection data is 
located on the USB stick in the following folder \SIMS GO\Inspections\client_assetID_date and 
consists of many different files and folders.  

 

Figure 35: Inspection transfer menu 

The inspections are copied in their current state, so for example during an export a mirror copy of the 
existing inspection with deleted or empty plates is transferred to the USB stick. If an inspection 
already exists on the USB stick, either as export to the USB stick or as an import onto the tablet, a 
warning message appears informing that the inspection with the same name will be replaced. Click 
Yes to replace the inspection or click No to cancel. 

Multiple inspections can be selected and either exported or imported at the same time and the 
warning messages options update for overwriting of the selected inspections. Click Yes to copy an 
individual inspection, click No to ignore copying that individual inspection before the prompt question 
returns for the next selected inspection. Click Yes to all to copy all the selected inspections. Click No 
to all to cancel the transfer operation. In the inspection transfer menu, you can also delete 
inspections using the trash can / bin icon at the right of the inspection’s row. The select all button 
allows for quick selection of the inspections by setting a checkmark in the checkbox next to the 
inspection’s location. Clear all deselects all the inspections from the list. 

IMPORTANT 

The inspection data consists of many different files and folders, all of which are required to 
view the inspection data. Do not attempt to rename or delete individual files on the USB stick 
or alter the folder structure. 
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Load cal. 

The load calibration menu lists all calibration associated with the current inspection.  

 

Figure 36: Load calibration 

This list can be sorted by column values including name, date, thickness, coating, bridge height or 
bridge strength. The used checkbox on the right-hand-side indicates if that calibration has been used 
to scan a plate in the current inspection. Once a calibration has been selected it can be loaded, or if 
required deleted. To exit out of the load calibration window and return to the backstage click Cancel. 

NOTE 

Used calibrations cannot be deleted. 

Plate List  

The plate list option opens the plate list menu and lists every plate created within that inspection. 

 

Figure 37: Plate list 

The list also shows related information for each plate: 

• Max. Indication (%): the EPL value of the maximum depth indication. 

• Threshold indications: the number of indications on the plate with an EPL value above the 
display threshold. 

• Calibration Used: calibration loaded when plate was scanned. 

These values can be used to sort the list by selecting the column title. To view a plate in the plate view 
page, select a plate in the list and click Open. The cancel button closes the plate list and returns to 
inspection. 
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Documentation 

In this section the documentation about third-party licenses is available to view. Each document can 
be opened and navigated through using the built-in document browser. 

 

Figure 38: Backstage, documentation 

System 

This section contains main preferences to handle parameters specific to the system. 

 

Figure 39: Backstage, system 

The software can be set to either metric or imperial in the measurement units. This modifies all 
position and dimension fields in the info-fields, the indication lists, and the report.  

The date and time area displays the system’s current date and time. To alter click Change… to access 
the menu. 

 

Figure 40: Date and time menu 
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Wireless interface allows access to a local Wi-Fi network, the radio buttons provide the user to enable 
or disable Wi-Fi connections on the system. When Wi-Fi is enabled click Networks… button to select 
and connect to the available Wi-Fi networks. 

Scanner battery displays the current level of total charge, and the battery icon status can be 
interpreted as follows:  

Battery Icon Battery Status Total Battery Charge 

Flashing red battery Empty 20% and lower 

1 Red bar Very low 20% to 35%  

2 Yellow bars Low 36% to 51% 

3 Green bars Medium 52% to 67% 

4 Green bars High 68% to 84% 

5 Green bars Full 84% and higher 

Charging icon Charging Charging 

Display Preferences 

This section contains the management of the tablet’s display parameters. 

 

Figure 41: Backstage, display 

The screen brightness level of the tablet can be adjusted by using the horizontal bar. 

 

Power management sets a sleep delay for the tablet’s display after a period of inactivity. In sleep 
mode the screen turns off and the tablet’s power button LED starts flashing with an orange color. 
This mode alleviates power demand on the batteries allowing for the charge to last longer. By default, 
the delay is set to 15 minutes. Swipe a finger across the screen to exit sleep mode. 
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Software License Page 

The section contains the status and parameters of the software license.  

 

Figure 42: Backstage, software license 

The refresh button gathers all the information from the license server and updates the current license 
information fields.  

NOTE 

A valid internet connection is required to connect to the licensing server. 

Click Edit… allows modification to the contact information for the contact person to reach in the 
company for support or licensing questions. 

 

Figure 43: Edit contact information 

Help Page 

This section contains information regarding the instrument, software versions and contact details. 

 

Figure 44: Backstage, help 
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System displays information pertaining to the software version and various packages installed on the 
system. Click Check for Updates… to see if an updated version of software is available for download. 

NOTE 

A valid internet connection is required to update software. 

 

In log, click Copy logs to USB to copy the current *.log file from the tablet onto a USB stick. These 
can be sent to the support personnel at Eddyfi to investigate and issues faced with the system. 

 

The privacy options contain two checkboxes, the first one allows adhering to or opting out of the 
Eddyfi Technologies Product Improvement Program while the other indicates if you allow receiving 
notifications from Eddyfi. Click Show Program Details for further information. When toggled on data 
from the system is collected while the software is being used, analysis can later be done to improve 
user experience and the overall quality of the product. Participation in this program is strictly 
voluntary and anonymous. 

4.3 Frontstage Layout 
The frontstage is accessed by selecting one of the tabs above the ribbon at the top of the window. 

 

Figure 45: Frontstage ribbon  

The first tab is the inspection tab and when no inspection is loaded or created then it is the only tab 
visible in the front stage. Once an inspection is created or loaded, the other tabs are displayed. The 
availability of the following calibration, plate setup, plate view, scan and Freescan tabs depend on 
various conditions that must be met. 

4.4 Inspection 
At the top of the inspection page are two buttons which allow quick access to the plate list and the 
full indication list for the inspection. 

 

Figure 46: Inspection page 

Once an inspection is created or loaded, the inspection details section becomes greyed out as these 
values cannot be edited. Also, in the asset details section, the diameter field becomes greyed out 
once an annular plate has been created in the inspection. This is due to calculations using the 
diameter value, number of annular plates and the entered annular plate dimensions for the width, 
bottom length, and top length. All other fields in the asset details section and the threshold section 
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remain editable throughout the inspection. This allows the bottom and annular plate thickness, 
coating thickness and overlap values and thresholds to be changed throughout the inspection if 
required.  

Plate List  

The plate list option opens the plate list menu and lists every plate created within that inspection. 

 

Figure 47: Plate list 

The list also shows related information for each plate: 

• Max. Indication (%): the EPL value of the maximum depth indication. 

• Threshold indications: the number of indications on the plate with an EPL value above the 
display threshold. 

• Calibration used: calibration loaded when plate was scanned. 

These values can be used to sort the list by selecting the column title. To view a plate in the plate view 
page, select a plate in the list and click Open. The cancel button closes the plate list and returns to 
inspection. 

Indication List 

The indication list button opens the indication list menu which lists of all the indications found on 
every plate in the inspection.  

 

Figure 48: Full indication list 

The top portion of this menu contains the list of each indication with the related information for 
status, EPL value, Est. Remain, surface, plate, location X, location Y, dimension X, dimension Y and 
method. The list can be sorted by these values in ascending or descending order if required. In the 
bottom portion of this menu the details of a selected indication in the list are displayed. The indication 
list can be exported using the export button onto a USB key in a *.CSV file format. 

Two types of indications appear in the indication list: 
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1. Automatic detection indication. Once an indication has been scanned on a plate, it gets added 
into the indication list with an MFLA / unknown status represented by a yellow rectangle. The 
indication status can be changed to either accepted (long press) or rejected (short press) using 
the software dropdown option or the dedicated FloormapX tablet button. 

 

Figure 49: Tablet button to change indication status  

For accepted indications, the following indication details are editable:  

• Surface. 

• Method. 

• Comment. 

• EPL value and Est. Remain. 

For rejected indications, or indication that remain as MFLA / unknown status, their details 
remain greyed out and non-editable. 

NOTE 

For all automatically detected indications, location and dimension values cannot be edited. 

2. Manual indication. These can be placed anywhere in the plate view by using the add indication 
tool. When adding a manual indication its status is only set to accepted and greyed out, all other 
fields are editable. Once the values are entered the indication can be added by applying them in 
the indication list or to cancel out of the add indication menu. Once in the full indications list, 
manual indication values will remain editable. 

4.5 Calibration 
In the calibration page the correct calibration must be selected for plate scanning. The options are 
to create a calibration, to load an existing one from the inspection or to import a calibration from 
another inspection. 

 

Figure 50: Calibration page 

NOTE 

When the text Create, Load or Import Calibration is displayed then no calibration is selected. 
Please create or load a calibration to continue. 
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Create Calibration 

To create a new calibration, click Create Calibration then follow the wizard steps. 

1. Enter the name of the calibration, plate thickness, coating thickness, scanner’s bridge height 
and scan speed into the create calibration menu then click Next. 

 

Figure 51: Create calibration 

IMPORTANT 

Ensure the correct thickness reference plate and if required coating simulation sheet thickness 
is used. These must match the floor conditions to be inspected. 

Ensure the bridge height of the scanner has been correctly set. Refer to the recommended 
scanning bridge height section. 

2. Prepare the reference plate for a top surface scan then follow the scan sequence. 

   

Figure 52: Step 1 - top surface scan 

    

Figure 53: Step 2 - top surface scan 

  

Figure 54: Step 3 - top surface scan

3. Turn the reference plate over in preparation for the bottom surface scan. 

 

Figure 55: Turning the reference plate 

4. Follow the scan sequence for the bottom surface scan.

 

Figure 56: Step 1 - bottom surface scan    

 

Figure 57: Step 2 - bottom surface scan     

   

Figure 58: Step 3 - bottom surface scan

5. The top, bottom and STARS trace for the created calibration must be viewed before saving. Click 
Save to store the calibration and proceed to plate setup.  
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NOTE  

Every plate that gets created from then on is associated to this calibration file. 

IMPORTANT 

When steps are performed in the incorrect sequence, or the plate is not turned, or scans 
performed in the wrong direction then a failed calibration message is displayed at the end. 
Failed calibration cannot be saved. 

Please refer to section 3.3 FloormapX calibration preparation of this user manual for important 
preparation information and inspection considerations. 

Load Calibration 

The load calibration menu lists all the calibrations associated with that inspection.  

 

Figure 59: Load calibration 

The list can be sorted by column values including name, date, thickness, coating, bridge height or 
bridge strength. The used checkbox on the right-hand-side indicates if that calibration has been used 
to scan a plate in the current inspection. The buttons allow for deleting a selected calibration, loading, 
or cancelling out of the load calibration list. 

NOTE 

Used calibrations cannot be deleted. 

Import Calibration 

Calibrations from other inspections can be imported into the current inspection using the import 
calibration menu. 

 

Figure 60: Importing calibration from another inspection 

The import calibration menu lists all the inspections on the system, together with a list of calibrations 
associated per inspection. Once a calibration has been imported, the imported check box is toggled 
on. Once imported into the current inspection the calibration name appears in the load calibration 
menu. 

NOTE 

A calibration cannot be imported if the current inspection contains a calibration with the 
same name.  
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4.6 Plate Setup Ribbon 
In the plate setup page, a graphical representation of the plate being created is displayed. From this 
page the plate list can also be accessed, and the option to delete a created plate is available at the 
top of the page. 

Once a calibration is loaded, the next step is to open the plate setup page to create plates which 
correspond to the plate thickness and coating thickness of the loaded calibration.  

 

Figure 61: Plate setup page 

NOTE 

If a loaded plate was not scanned using the current loaded calibration, the cal. loaded info-
field displays with a yellow background and the calibration tab in the ribbon displays a purple 
exclamation mark. Once the expected calibration is loaded the cal. loaded info-field 
background turns to white and a green checkmark displays at the left of the calibration 
ribbon. 

   

Figure 62: Green tick on calibration ribbon     

 

Figure 63: Purple exclamation mark on calibration ribbon 

Plate Type 

The plate’s type can be set to one of these options: 

 

Rectangular. 

Sketch. 

Annular with straight bottom. 

Annular with curved bottom. 

Row and Plate Number 

The row and plate numbers set the position of the plate relative to the other plates in the tank. The 
software uses the row / plate numbering system during the inspection which is taken in relation to 
the tank datum. The numbering system begins in the top left-hand corner of the tank with the row 
number increases downwards and the plate number increases from left to right and resets on each 
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new row. 

NOTE 

It is possible to select an alternative plate numbering system for report generation in the SIMS 
PRO software. 

Annular Plate Number 

The annular plate numbers set the position of the annular plate relative to the other annular plates 
in the ring. The software counts annular plates in a clockwise direction beginning at 1. It is 
recommended to keep the position of annular plate 1 close to the top left-hand corner.  

NOTE 

The annular ring can be rotated to the required position in the SIMS PRO software. 

Plate Dimensions 

The maximum dimensions for the plate length and width are entered into the relevant boxes. The 
plate length dimension range is from 450mm to 15500mm (17.7in to 610in), and the plate width 
dimension range is from 320mm to 15500mm (12.6in to 610in). 

NOTE 

The longest dimension must be the length and the shortest must be the width and is 
determined by the orientation of the plate. 

Plate Orientation 

The orientation of a plate can be set to either horizontal or vertical in reference to the tank datum. 
This determines if the plate’s length position is along the X or the Y axis for track, scan, and indication 
positioning: 

 

Horizontal. 

Vertical. 

 

Figure 64: Example of horizontal plate 

 

 

Figure 65: Example of a vertical plate 
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Scan Pattern 

The scan pattern of a plate can be set to parallel or raster. A parallel scan pattern is where all scans 
are performed in the same direction, while a raster scan pattern is where each scan is made in 
alternating directions. 

 

Parallel. 

Raster. 

 

Figure 66: Example of parallel scan pattern 

 

Figure 67: Example of a raster scan pattern 

Plate Reference 

The plate reference for each plate must be set correctly by selecting the correct corner knowing its 
relative position to tank datum. Once set, it becomes the origin for that plate to which all positions 
are be measured to. It also determines where the first scan is located.  

The number and position of the possible plate reference locations available relate to the geometry of 
that plate: 

• For rectangular and sketch plates, all 4 origins are available. 

• For annular plates, only bottom left and bottom right origins are available. 

 

Bottom Left. 

Bottom Right. 

Top Left. 

Top Right. 

Plate Thickness and Coating Thickness 

When creating a plate, the plate thickness and coating thickness must match the thickness entered 
for the plate and coating thickness of the loaded calibration. If they do not match a purple circle with 
an exclamation mark is shown and the plate cannot be created. The loaded calibration details are 
identified at the bottom of the screen in the cal. loaded, cal. thickness and cal. coating info-fields. 

 

Figure 68: Discrepancy between the plate thickness and calibration thickness 
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Scan Overlap 

The scan overlap field shows how much overlap between each track is applied on the plate. The 
overlap values range from 0mm to 100mm. Altering this value realigns the tracks on the plate to 
reflect the new overlap value. This also affect the number of tracks used to cover the plate. 

 

Figure 69: Overlap value of 0mm 

  

Figure 70: Overlap value of 50mm 

Shell Offset 

The shell offset field is available when scanning Annular plates and refers to the inward distance of 
the curved scan from the tank shell wall. The angle of the curve is maintained. 

Measuring Shell Offset 

Position the scanner on the annular plate for the desired curved scan. Measure the perpendicular 
distance from the notch indicating MFL sensor location on the side black casing surface of the 
scanning head to the shell wall. If the scanner is against the shell wall the shell offset is zero. 

 

Figure 71: Shell offset measurement  

 

 

Figure 72: Scanning head side black casing notch 

Creating a Plate 

When all the plate set up information has been entered and the calibration matches the plate and 
coating thickness you can create the plate. Progressing to plate view automatically creates the plate 
in the inspection.  

When returning to plate setup a created plate can be identified by a green circle with created status 
appears below the plate image. For plates that have not yet been created an orange circle with new 
status appears below the plate image. 

  

Figure 73: Created plate status with green circle 

 

Figure 74: New plate status with orange circle  

If the plate shows a new status, all the parameters can be edited. As soon as the plate is created the 
parameters become greyed out, and only deleting the plate will allow modifying the plate with new 
parameters. 
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4.7 Plate View Ribbon 
Under this ribbon many menus and functions can be activated, along with the quick plate list access 
button we also have the possibility to delete scan, fit the plate to full extent in the plate view area, 
manually add indications to the plate as well as edit the display threshold to determine the minimum 
EPL value from which indications should start displaying on the plates. 

 

Figure 75: Plate view 

Plate List  

The plate list option opens the plate list menu and lists every plate created within that inspection. 

 

Figure 76: Plate list 

The list also shows related information for each plate: 

• Max. indication (%): the EPL value of the maximum depth indication. 

• Threshold indications: the number of indications on the plate with an EPL value above the 
Display threshold. 

• Calibration used: calibration loaded when plate was scanned. 

These values can be used to sort the list by selecting the column title. To view a plate in the plate view 
page, select a plate in the list and click Open. The cancel button closes the plate list and returns to 
inspection. 

Delete Scan 

The delete scan button removes the scan data for any selected scan in plate view. 

Full Extent 

The full extent button returns the view to see the entirety of the plate. 
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Add Indication 

The add indication button allows a manual indication to be added onto the plate. All added 
indications are automatically included into the indication list. 

Display Threshold 

The display threshold button allows the minimum estimated percentage level value from which 
indications should be displayed from in plate view and scan view to be set.  

Add Custom Scan 

The add custom scan button allows a new scan to be added to any part of the plate and made in 
any direction or angle on the plate. Once add custom scan is selected an option tab for the scan 
setup becomes available on the right-hand side of the screen.  

 

Figure 77: Plate view update for add custom scan 

The orientation for an added scan on a plate can be one set to one of the following: 

• Angled. 

• Vertical. 

• Horizontal. 

A start (x,y) and end (x,y) reference co-ordinates for the added scan are determined by measuring 
from the reference corner of the plate to the chosen reference point of the scanner, either the left-
hand or right-hand side of the scanning bridge.  

To add a custom scan: 

1. Position the scanner on the plate in preparation for the scan, then click Add Custom Scan. 

2. Select the required scan orientation. 

3. Place a finger or stylus on the screen and draw the scan on the plate. 

NOTE  

Use the circular anchors to alter the scans position on the plate. 

4. Select the required scanner reference side, either Left of Right of the scanning bridge (considered 
when standing behind the FloormapX), to measurements to from the plate reference. 

5. Edit the start (x,y) and end (x,y) reference coordinates of the scan to match the measurements 
from the plate reference. 

NOTE 

For vertical and horizontal scans, the end coordinates are not a requirement as the scan 
direction is set and the length of the scan is determined by the distance travelled by the 
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scanner. 

6. Click OK then perform the scan. 

NOTE  

Once data acquisition has been performed the position of the scan on the plate cannot be 
altered. 

Load Scan 

The load scan button allows captured scans to be viewed in the Scan View section of the software. 
Scans can be loaded by either selecting a scan from the plate view then clicking Load Scan or by 
cycling through each scans using the arrows in the bottom right-hand side of the plate view screen. 

 

Figure 78: Selected scan number 

Scan Options 

The scan options button allows the user to deviate from a pre-planned scanning pattern by selecting 
a different track to scan, changing the scan direction, or by altering the start scan offset value. 

 

Figure 79: Scan options 

Track 

Track selection: allows track number selection. An icon to the right indicates track type. 

Scan Direction  

Scan Direction: allows the scan direction to be specified. The original direction refers to the direction 
determined by the pre-planned scanning. 

NOTE 

When the scan direction is altered the option is remembered for consecutive scans.  

Start Scan Position 

The user can specify one of the following start positions: 

• Track Origin: an offset value based on the distance from the plate edge to the track origin. By 
default, the offset value is the dead zone of the scanner.  
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Figure 80: Start scan position - track origin 

NOTE 

A dead zone of 174mm (6.85in) accounts for the area at the start of any scan not accessible 
to the FloormapX MFL sensor head due to its physical position within the system. 

• Resume: this allows a new scan to continue from the previous scan on the same track but 
include an offset gap between the scans due to obstacles. A track can be resumed as many 
times as required. When selected the offset value is calculated by measuring the distance 
between the laser line.  

 

Figure 81: Start scan position - resume 

IMPORTANT 

Mark the laser line on the floor before repositioning the scanner to the next scan. 

NOTE 

As an alternative to the resume a new scan could be continued by selecting Track Origin and 
entering an offset measurement from the start of the plate. 

• Plate Ref.: an coordinate offset value based on the (x,y) location from plate reference to the 
left hand side of the scanning bridge. This is particularly useful for annular plates where the 
track origin may be unknown. 

 

Figure 82: Start scan position - plate ref 
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Viewing Plates  

The navigation bar at the top of the plate view allows you to cycle through created plates for further 
analysis. 

 

Allows to choose whether to load inner plates or annular plates in the 
view.  

• Inner plates consist of rectangular and sketch plates. 

• Annular plates consist of straight bottom and curved bottom 
plates. 

 
Loads the previous or next created plate in the view. 

Data Views  

In the navigation bar at the top of plate view the data views for a plate can be switched between the 
available options: 

 

Top & Bottom: show top and bottom indications from the scans. 

Top: show only the top indications from the scans. 

Bottom: show only the bottom indications from the scans. 

STARS: show data collected from the STARS sensor. 

MFLA: show data collected from the MFL array sensor. 

Color Palette  

In the navigation bar at the top of the plate view the color palette for the selected data views can be 
selected. Different palettes are available depending on the data views: 

 

For Top & Bottom, Top and Bottom channels: 

• Floormap. 

• Thermo. 

• Jet. 

• Color blind. 

 

 

For STARS channel: 

• Gray. 

• Jet. 

 

For MFLA channel: 

• Thermo. 

• Thermo up. 

• Jet. 
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Indication list tab 

Located on the right-hand side of the screen is an expandable indications tab. When closed it displays 
the number of indications identified above the display threshold. When expanded it lists all indications 
for that plate. 

 

Figure 83: Full indication list 

When an indication is selected from the list it is highlighted on the scan by the cursor position. The 
indication status can be changed to either accepted or rejected using the software dropdown option 
or using the dedicated FloormapX tablet button. A short press of the button sets the indication status 
to reject, and a long press of the button sets the indication status to accept. 

• Accepted indications can be altered by their surface origin, EPL value or Est. Remain value.  

• Rejected indications are hidden from the scan view but still shown in the list. 

 

Figure 84: Tablet button to change indication status  

The indication list button opens the indication list menu which list of all the indications found on every 
plate in the inspection. 

4.8 Scan Ribbon 
In the scan page a graphical representation of the scan captured during acquisition is displayed. The 
raw MFL array data is viewed on the left-hand C-Scan and the raw STARS (top surface) data is viewed 
on the right-hand C-Scan. Displayed on the far left-hand side is the Endscan which provides a 
graphical response from the entire sensor head as the scan is performed. Located on the right-hand 
side of the screen is an expandable indications tab. When closed it displays the number of indications 
identified above the display threshold. When expanded it lists all indications for that plate. 

 

Figure 85: Scan window during data acquisition 
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Scan 

The scan button is used to begin data acquisition. Click Start then pull back the throttle on the user 
control to drive the scanner forward and collect data. A live view of the scan progresses onscreen for 
the respective views. Release the throttle to stop the scanner drive.  

NOTE 

The scanner can also be manually pushed forward to collect data during data acquisition. 

Stop 

Once the data acquisition has begun a stop button appears in place of the start button. Click Stop 
to end data acquisition. 

Rescan 

The rescan button allows a scan to be repeated by clearing any collected data and enabling the Scan 
button again. 

Full Extent 

The full extent button returns the view to see the entirety of the scan. 

Display Threshold 

The display threshold button allows the minimum estimated percentage level value from which 
indications should be displayed from in plate view and scan view to be set.  

Speed 

The speed button allows the maximum speed of the scanner to be set.  

NOTE 

The throttle lever is used to modulate the speed of the scanner and the maximum speed is 
set when the throttle level is pulled fully backwards.  

 

Figure 86: Scanner speed window  

Scan Markings  

During data acquisition an on-screen red and purple horizontal line markers are available assist in 
rapidly identifying areas of interest on the inspection surface. These lines can also be seen in the 
Endscan view on the left of the screen. 

• The red horizontal line represents the FloormapX interactive laser line. 

• The purple horizontal line represents the back of the rear rollers. 

 

Figure 87: Scan markings during acquisition 
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Scan Options 

The scan options button allows the user to deviate from a pre-planned scanning pattern by selecting 
a different track to scan, changing the scan direction, or by altering the start scan offset value. 

Next Track 

The next track button progresses to the next pre-planned track in the scanning pattern. Displayed in 
brackets is the next track number and the total track available.  

4.9 Freescan Ribbon 
Freescan represents a scan that can be performed in any direction and at any location on the tank 
floor. No plate number, track number or starting offset information is required prior to scanning. All 
positional information of a Freescan is referenced to its scan origin. 

 

Figure 88: Freescan page 

The Freescan option is perfect for: 

• Calibration verification. 

• Investigating areas of interest during a mapping mode inspection, such as around an obstacle. 

• Investigating areas at different bridge heights during a mapping mode inspection. Ensure the 
correct calibration for the bridge height is used. 

Any indications found during a Freescan are not added to the indication list. To include indications in 
a mapping mode inspection, they must be added in plate view using the add indication feature. 

NOTE 

The scan data captured during a Freescan cannot be saved.  
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4.10 Workflows and Operation 
Depending upon the inspection workflow adopted and the inspection requirements the SIMS GO 
software can be adapted to meet your inspection needs. Below are suggested SIMS GO screening or 
mapping workflows. 

Screening Inspection Workflow 

Below is a typical workflow of the software menus required to perform a screening inspection using 
the Freescan. 

  

Figure 89: Screening inspection workflow 

Mapping Inspection Workflow 

Below is a typical workflow of the software menus required to perform a mapping inspection. 

 

Figure 90: Mapping inspection workflow 
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5. SIMS PRO Reporting Software 

SIMS PRO is the reporting package that has been designed to seamlessly compliment the data 
acquisition software SIMS GO embedded on the FloormapX tablet. 

5.1 Introduction 
The SIMS PRO software is split into a backstage and frontstage. The backstage allows you to import, 
load and export data and view high level inspection detail information. The backstage also provides 
access to settings for the frontstage inspection layout view such as display and units. The frontstage 
offers all the required tools to view, analyze and edit data required for you to prepare and generate 
a report. 

5.2 Installing SIMS PRO 
Once the latest version of SIMS PRO has been downloaded from the Eddyfi website please run the 
installer and follow the on-screen instructions. If an earlier version of SIMS PRO exists it is 
automatically uninstalled during the installation. 

 

Figure 91: SIMS PRO installation wizard  

During the installation you will be given an opportunity to join the Eddyfi Technologies Product 
Improvement Program. This is a voluntary program which you can opt out of at any time. It gathers 
information about how our software is used and identifies what features are important to you and 
the workflows used in the software. The information collected is anonymous and will help us to 
improve the software. 

5.3 Loading SIMS PRO 
Run the software by clicking the SIMS PRO icon on the desktop. 

 

Figure 92: SIMS PRO desktop icon  

A valid software subscription is required to use SIMS PRO. The first time you run the software you are 
prompted to enter a license key. Please enter the one provided by Eddyfi. If you do not have access 
to a license key, please contact an Eddyfi representative. 

The first time you run the software a database is created to store your imported inspection data. 
Once created you are presented with the backstage home menu. From here you can manage your 
inspections. When the software is updated to a newer version the existing database retained. 
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5.4 SIMS PRO Backstage 

Backstage Overview 

When the SIMS PRO application is loaded it opens into the backstage home menu.  

 

Figure 93: SIMS PRO backstage home  

The backstage consists of the following sidebar sections: 

Home 

Here you can import inspection data from the FloormapX, Floormap3Di or SIMS PRO into the 
database as well as being able to load inspections stored within the database. The recent inspection 
list shows the last five inspection loaded. 

Import 

This option is available once an inspection is loaded in the frontstage. Here you can import a list of 
manual indications or patch plates identified during the tank inspection, then entered into the 
respective SIMS PRO excel template file, into the loaded inspection. 

Export 

This option is available once an inspection is loaded in the frontstage. Here you can export data for 
the loaded inspection into an excel file. The data available for exporting includes an indication list and 
a patch plate list. 

About 

Here you can find the information regarding the customer support contact details and the software 
version of the application. When new software versions become available, they can be downloaded 
and installed via the internet. 

Settings 

This option is available once an inspection is loaded in the frontstage. Here you find the display setting 
options for the frontstage layout.  

Software License 

Here you can manage, view details, and edit contact information for the software license of your 
SIMS PRO software. It is also possible to release a license code so that it can be transferred and 
activated on a different computer, if required.   
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Templates 

Here you can save an excel template file from SIMS PRO that can be used to list manual indications 
or patch plates identified during the tank inspection. The template file can then be imported into the 
SIMS PRO inspection. 

Left Arrow 

When an inspection is loaded this allows you to return to the frontstage of the software. 

Importing Inspection Data 

Before inspection data can be imported into the SIMS PRO database it first must be associated with 
an asset. If the asset does not exist it can be created during the importation process. 

To import inspection data:  

1. In the backstage home menu, click Import. 

2. Select an existing asset from the list and click Next. Or, if a new asset is required, click Add Asset 
and enter the required information, then click Create. 

 

Figure 94: Import data wizard, asset selection 

3. From the dropdown select the importer that matches the data format to import: 

• FloormapX Inspection file: *.fminsp 

• SIMS PRO Export file: *.spg  

• Floormap 3Di Inspection file: *.fm3insp  

 

Figure 95: Import data wizard, import data 

NOTE 

Inspection data from Floormap3D software v1.16 and earlier is not supported. 

4. Click Browse and navigate to inspection folder you wish to import.  

5. Click Import to begin the data importation process.  

The importing process can take time as it progresses through the various steps. Once imported the 
inspection data is displayed in the frontstage of the SIMS PRO software. Here all plate, created during 
the inspection, are stitched together to display the tank floor layout. 
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Loading Inspection Data 

There are two ways to load existing inspection data from the database, either via the load button or 
the recent inspection list, providing it is one of the last five inspection loaded.  

Load Button  

To load existing inspection data from the database: 

1. In the backstage home menu click Load. 

 

Figure 96: Load inspection wizard 

2. Select the inspection to load from the list. Inspections are listed by asset details and inspection 
date.  

3. Click Load.  

Once loaded the inspection data is displayed in the frontstage of the SIMS PRO software. 

Loading from the Recent Inspection List 

In the recent inspection list in the backstage home menu, double click on the inspection to load. Once 
loaded SIMS PRO displays the inspection data in the frontstage of the software. 

Deleting Inspection Data 

Inspection data can be deleted from the SIMS PRO database. To remove: 

1. In the backstage home menu click Load. 

2. Select the inspection from the list to delete. 

3. Click Delete Inspection. 

4. Click OK. 

Exporting Inspection Data 

Inspection data in the SIMS PRO database can exported as an *.spg file. To export: 

1. Load the inspection in SIMS PRO required for export. 

2. In the backstage home menu click Export. 

3. Click Browse. 

4. Select an export location and file name then click Save. 

5. Click Export. 

The exported *.spg file can be imported into SIMS PRO and the inspection data viewed. 

Saving Inspection Data 

When an inspection is loaded and worked upon it can be saved to the SIMS PRO database by using 
the Save Layout button on the home ribbon. When the inspection or software is closed the following 
saving options become available: 
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• Save and Exit: Allows you to save and close the current inspection. 

• Exit: Allows the inspection to be closed without saving. 

• Cancel: Closes and returns to the inspection. 

 

Figure 97: Exit inspection options 

Saving Template file 

An excel template file can be saved from SIMSPRO and used to enter details and location of manual 
indications or patch plate identified during the tank inspection. 

Excel manual indication template 

To save a manual indication template:  

1. In the backstage on the sidebar click Templates. 

2. Select Excel Manual Indication Template option. 

3. Choose the desired measurement system for the template file. 

4. Click Browse then select the save location for the template file. 

5. Click Save Template. 

 

Figure 98: Excel manual indication template 

Open the saved template file then enter the information about each manual indication identified in 
the tank. 

Excel patch plate template 

To save a manual indication template:  

1. In the backstage on the sidebar click Templates. 

2. Select Excel Patch Plate Template option. 

3. Choose the desired measurement system for the template file. 
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4. Click Browse then select the save location for the template file. 

5. Click Save Template. 

 

Figure 99: Excel patch plate template 

Open the saved template file then enter the information about each patch plate to be added to the 
tank inspection. 

Importing Templates  

A SIMSPRO excel template file that has been populated with details of multiple manual indications 
or patch plates, identified during the tank inspection, can be imported into an inspection. Once 
imported, the manual indications or patch plates are automatically added to the inspection layout 
and included in the lists.  

To import a template file:  

1. In the backstage on the sidebar click Import. 

2. Select Excel Data Template option. 

3. Click Browse then select the folder location of the template to import.  

NOTE 

If Show Removable media is ticked it automatically searches the root directory of that drive. 

4. Select the desired template file to import from the available template list then click Load.  

 

Figure 100: Importing Excel Data Template 

NOTE  

The data in the template file is reviewed to ensure it can be imported into the inspection. Any 
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validation errors identified are listed in a table and must be corrected prior to importing. 

5. Click Import when Data Validation Successful message is shown.  

 

Figure 101: Template data validation successful 

Exporting Indication List 

To configure and export an indication list to a .xlsx file: 

1. In the backstage on the sidebar click Export. 

2. Select Indication List option. 

 

Figure 102: Indication list export configuration 

3. Click Browse then select the export location and file name for the exported indication list. 

4. Configure the export list by ticking the required options then click Export.  

The list is saved to the exported location and opens using the default program for .xlsx files. 

Exporting Patch Plate List 

To configure and export a patch plate list to a .xlsx file: 

1. In the backstage on the sidebar click Export. 

2. Select Patch Plate List option. 

3. Click Browse then select the export location and file name for the exported indication list. 

4. Configure the export list by ticking the required options then click Export.  

The list is saved to the exported location and opens using the default program for .xlsx files. 
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5.5 SIMS PRO Frontstage 

Frontstage Overview 

SIMS PRO progresses to the frontstage once inspection data has been imported or loaded. It consists 
of the following sections: 

 

Figure 103: SIMS PRO frontstage  

Ribbon Bar 

Across the top of the frontstage, highlighted in blue above, is the ribbon bar consisting of the 

following tabs: 

• File: Provides access to the backstage. 

• Home: Allows for viewing and editing indications, layout annotations and lists. 

• Design: Allows for operations such as adding tank components and shapes to the layout. 

• Repair: Allows for tank repair operations such as applying patch plates to the layout. 

• Report: Allows for the generation of reports using the report wizard or custom report. 

• Data: Allows for the import additional data or replace existing data to the layout. 

Layout View 

The layout view, highlighted in red above, displays a visual representation of the plates and scanned 
data. A tool bar, highlighted in purple above, allows you to alter the layout view by changing:  

• Data views. 

• Indication threshold levels. 

• Zoom controls. 

• Layout color palette. 

Item Property View 

The item property view, highlighted in green above, is where you can view and edit the information 
for selected items on the layout. 

Status Bar 

The status bar, highlighted in yellow above, displays information regarding the cursor position as you 
moved it over the layout view. 
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Layout View Navigation  

Zooming and Panning 

To zoom and pan around the layout you can either use a mouse or keyboard controls. Scrolling the 
mouse wheel allows alters the zoom level of the layout with the zoom focused about the cursor 
position. Alternatively, the zoom level can be adjusted using the keyboard PgUp and PgDn keys. Here 
the zoom is focused about the center of the layout view. To pan around the layout either hold down 
the mouse scroll wheel or middle mouse button or hold the Shift key on the keyboard together with 
the mouse left button. 

Switching Data Views 

The inspection data displayed in the layout view can be switched to show one of the following views 
using the view dropdown. Keyboard shortcut function keys can also be used to switch between the 
available data views which include:  

• Top and Bottom: F1: displays all the indications.  

• Top: F2: displays top surface indications only. 

• Bottom: F3: displays bottom surface indications only. 

• MFLA: F4: displays raw data captured with the MFL array data. 

• STARS: F5: displays raw data captured with the STARS. 

Setting Layout Units 

The inspection data displayed in the layout view can be either in metric or imperial values. To set the 
units: 

1. Click File in the ribbon. 

2. Click Settings in the sidebar. 

3. In the Units option, select either Metric or Imperial from the dropdown. 

Adjusting Indication Threshold 

The indication threshold control allows you to filter the indications seen on screen based on EPL. To 
change the threshold: 

1. Select an indication data view: either Top and Bottom, or Top, or Bottom. 

2. Alter the lower or upper threshold values via the text box or the range slider bar. 

NOTE 

The raw data views MFLA and STARS have no threshold adjustment. 

Cursor Hover Box Information 

As the cursor is moved around the screen a hover box displays the measurement value at its location. 
The measurement unit is determined by the layout data view. 

Additional cursor information can be viewed in the cursor hover box by ticking Show Verbose Cursor 
Information in the backstage settings. Once enabled the maximum value of the indication and its 
surface origin is also displayed.  

Note 

The additional cursor information is only shown when indication view is set to indications. 
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Status Bar 

The information displayed in the status bar updates based upon the cursors position on the layout. 
The status bar displays the following information: 

• Threshold level for the layout view. 

• Plate ID the cursor is on. 

• Plate Maximum EPL value for the plate the cursor is on. 

• Scan Name for the scan the cursor is on. 

• Scan Maximum EPL value for the scan the cursor is on.  

• Plate Ref Position from the plate origin the cursor is on. 

• Measurement value of the data view that the cursor is on. 

Item Selection Properties 

The properties section on the left-hand side of the screen displays information related to the item 
selected on the layout. Depending upon the item selected there are simple operations that can be 
performed.  

Layout Properties 

To view the basic layout properties, select the white background of the layout. Properties include: 

• Asset ID. 

• Tank Diameter. 

• Max Patch Plate Size. 

Rectangular and Sketch Plate Properties 

To view rectangular and / or sketch plate properties, select either a plate or sketch plate. Properties 
include: 

• Plate ID. 

• Maximum Indication. 

• Plate Thickness. 

• Coating Thickness. 

• Calibration Name. 

• Scan Overlap. 

• Position Locked: this can be unchecked to allow plate movement. 

Annular Ring Properties 

To view annular ring properties, select an annular plate to access the annular ring. Properties include: 

• Annular Diameter. 

• Rotation of annular ring. 

Annular Plate Properties  

To view annular plate properties, double click an annular plate. Properties include: 

• Plate ID. 

• Maximum Indication. 

• Plate Thickness. 
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• Coating Thickness. 

• Calibration Name. 

• Scan Overlap. 

5.6 Home Ribbon 
The home ribbon is the default tab and contains features for viewing and editing indication data on 
the layout view. 

 

Figure 104: Home ribbon 

Save Layout 

Save layout allows the current state of the inspection to be saved to the database.  

Center View  

Center view resets the layout view so that the center of the layout is positioned in the middle layout 
window. The zoom level is not altered. 

Zoom Fit 

Zoom fit alters the zoom level so that every item on the layout is visible in the layout view. 

Indication View 

The indication view of the inspection layout can be to set as: 

• Indications: Displayed at the captured resolution of the SIMS GO software. 

• Enhanced:  All indications become an enhanced as a circle. The size is editable in setting. 

• Max Per Scan: Each scan adopts the color of the maximum indication found on it. 

• Surface ID: Indications are colored in terms of their surface origin.  

• Blue color is Bottom surface indications. 

• Red color is Top surface indications. 

• Green color is Both surface indications. 

Indication Filter 

The indication filter determines which indications status, set via the indication list, to display on the 
layout. The available options are as follows and can be used in combination with each other: 

• Accepted: Layout displays the indications that have been proved-up and accepted.  

                     The indication status is represented by a green circle in the indication list. 

• Added: Layout displays any manually added indications added. 

                    The indication status is represented by a green circle in the indication list. 

• Rejected: Layout displays the indications set as rejected due to being non relevant. 

The indication status is represented by a red square in the indication list. 

• MFLA: Layout displays the indications that have been captured by the FloormapX. 

The indication status is represented by an orange triangle in the indication list. 
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NOTE 

Rejected indications are OFF by default. 

Plate List 

This list provides information related to each plate such as the maximum indication on the plate, the 
thickness of the plate and coating, the calibration name used to inspect that plate and the number 
of note markers added to the plate.  

 

Figure 105: Plate list tool window 

To open, click Plate List button on the home ribbon. The plate list tool window opens to the right of 
the layout window but can be dragged and docked as required. To select and view a plate from the 
list, double click on the row. The layout view zooms to that plate and the properties for the plate are 
shown. 

Indication List 

This list provides information for indications on a selected plate. Here the status and surface origin of 
an indication can be modified, as well as entering a prove up value, altering the detection method 
and adding a comment to indications. The list only displays indications that have been selected in 
the indication filter ribbon and lie between the threshold range set for the layout. 

 

Figure 106: Indication list tool window 

 To view the list of indications for a plate: 

1. Click Indication List on the home ribbon. 

2. Select a plate on the layout.  

The indication list tool window opens to the right of the layout window but can be dragged and 
docked as required. To locate an indication from the list on the plate, either click on a row and the 
indication is circled on the layout, or double click on a row. This zooms the layout view into the plate 
and circles the indication.  

When an indication is selected in the list additional information is displayed at the bottom of the 
window. An image of the indication, its location, plate co-ordinates and dimensions are shown along 
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with a method of detection and any indication notes added during the inspection. Indication notes 
can be edited or added to any indication in the list, but method of detection can only be edited once 
the indication status has been set to accepted. Indication note can also be identified and viewed in 
the indication list by hovering the cursor on the speech bubble icon. 

 

Figure 107: Additional information for a selected indication 

Rejecting Indications  

To reject an indication: 

1. Select a plate. 

2. Click Indication List on the home ribbon. 

3. Select an indication and change the status to Reject, red square. 

Accepting Indications 

To accept an indication: 

1. Select a plate. 

2. Click Indication List on the home ribbon. 

3. Select an indication and change the status to Accept, green circle. 

4. Modify the indication by:  

• Entering a prove up or estimated remaining value. 

• Changing its surface origin.  

• Alter the method. 

Cancel an indication modification 

To cancel a modification and revert the indication to the original status: 

1. Select a plate. 

2. Click Indication List on the home ribbon. 

3. Select a modified indication in the list and return its status to MFLA, orange triangle. 

Added Indications 

There are two indications shape options available for adding to the inspection layout. 

Rectangular 

To add a rectangular indication:  

1. Click Rectangular on the home ribbon. 

2. Click, hold, and drag to draw the rectangle indication. 

3. Set the required properties for the rectangular indication. 

 

Figure 108: Rectangular indication 
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Freeform 

To add a freeform indication  

1. Click Freeform on the home ribbon. 

2. Click on the layout to start drawing the freeform indication. 

3. Move the cursor to the end of the line then click again. Repeat until the indication outline is 
drawn.  

4. Close the indication by double clicking or return the cursor to the red square at the start position. 

5. Set the required properties for the freeform indication. 

 

Figure 109: Freeform indication 

Note Marker  

To add a note marker: 

1. Click Note Marker on the home ribbon. 

2. Click on the layout to position the note marker. 

3. Set the required properties for the note marker. 

 

Figure 110: Note marker 

Attachments  

To add a photograph, a pdf or other attachment file: 

1. Click Note Marker on the home ribbon. 

2. Click on the layout to position the note marker. 

3. Right-click on the note marker then select Add Attachments. 

4. Click Browse and locate the attachment file. 

5. Enter an attachments comment. 

6. Click Add Attachment. The attachment appears in the properties for that note marker. 

NOTE 

The maximum size of the attachment file is 100MB.  

File types that can be attached include: *.bmp, *.doc, *.docx, *.gif, *.jpg, *.pdf, *.png, *.txt. 

Measure 

To add a measurement line: 

1. Click Measure on the home ribbon. 

2. Click on the layout to position the start of the measurement line. 

3. Click on the layout to position the end of the measurement line. 
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Calibration Viewer 

The calibration viewer allows you to see the calibration details and traces associated with each plate. 
To view the calibration trace associated with a plate: 

1. Click Calibration Viewer on the home ribbon. 

2. Select a plate on the layout to view its calibration trace. 

The calibration tool window opens to the right of the layout window but can be dragged and docked 
as required. The view dropdown, at the top of the window, is used to switch between the following 
traces:  

• MFLA Top. 

• MFLA Bottom. 

• STARS. 

 

Figure 111: Calibration viewer tool window 

Notification Center  

The notification center window provides you with additional information on certain actions and can 
be useful when an unforeseen event occurs. This window pops up from the bottom of the software 
to display the message. 

Weld Inspections 

The weld inspection tool allows you to mark lines on the layout that have undergone weld inspection 
and can either be a straight or a curved line. The location of these can be seen on the report along 
with total weld length measurements.  

To add a weld inspection: 

1. Click Weld Inspection on the home ribbon. 

2. Click on the layout to position the start of the weld inspection. 

3. Click on the layout to position the end of the weld inspection. 

 

Figure 112: Curve weld indication 
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To curve a weld inspection line: 

1. Select the weld inspection on the layout. 

2. Tick Curve Weld Inspection in the properties. 

3. Click, hold, and drag the red dot on the weld inspection to set the curvature. 

 

Figure 113: Curve weld indication 

Close Document 

The Close Document button allows you to close the inspection and returns to the software 
backstage. When closing you can either save the inspection data and exit or exit the inspection 
without saving. 

5.7 Design Ribbon 
The design ribbon allows tank design operations such as setup and editing of plates, their layout 
position, the numbering and adding customization features.  

 

Figure 114: Design ribbon 

Tank North 

To set the tank north:  

1. Click on the compass in the top right corner of the layout. 

2. In the tank north indicator properties set the rotation using the slider bar. 

 

Figure 115: Tank north compass 

To hide the tank north:  

1. Click File. 

2. Click Settings. 

3. Untick Show Tank North. 

Plates 

Repositioning a Single Plate 

To move a single plate: 

1. Select a plate to move. 

2. In the properties untick Position Locked. 

3. Click, hold, and move the plate to the required position. 

4. Once complete lock the plate by ticking Position Locked. 
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Repositioning Multiple Plates 

To move multiple plates: 

1. Hold the Ctrl key and select multiple plates to move. 

2. Right-click and select Unlock Selected Plates. 

3. Click, hold, and move the plates to the required position.  

4. Once complete lock the plates by right-clicking and selecting Lock Selected Plates. 

Annular Ring Rotation 

To rotate the annular ring: 

1. Select an annular plate on the layout. 

2. In annular ring properties untick Rotation Locked. 

3. Set rotation using the slider bar. 

4. Once complete lock the rotation by ticking Rotation Locked.  

Annular Ring Creation 

If annular ring plates have not been created during the inspection, then you can create the annular 
ring on the layout. To create an annular ring: 

1. Click Annular Ring on the design ribbon. 

2. Enter all annular ring information into the create annular ring window. 

3. Click OK.  

 

Figure 116: Create annular ring wizard 

Edit Plate  

To edit a plate: 

1. Select a plate. 

2. Click Edit Plate on the design ribbon or right-click and select Edit Plate. 

The layout view closes and opens the edit plate view for the selected plate. Here modifications can 
be made to the plate setup and scan positions as well as the ability to select multiple indications for 
data modification. Please refer to section 5.12 for Indication Ribbon functions and section 5.13 for 
Modification Ribbon functions.  

Exiting Edit Plate 

To close edit plate view and return to the layout view click Close View on the plate ribbon. When 
exiting plate view you can either keep any changes made in edit plate and exit or exit plate view 
without keeping any changes. 
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Plate Numbering 

The plate numbering displayed on the layout can be set to one of the following options: 

• Row / Plate: Plates are numbered in a row / plate format. 

• Raster: Plates are numbered in a serpentine pattern. 

• Consecutive: Plates are numbered from left to right, top to bottom. 

• Custom: Plates display the custom Plate ID text in the plate properties. 

Tank Customization 

Tank customization allows you to add various features to the tank in-order to provide a truer 
representation of the inspection environment. There are standard tank components that can be 
selected from a dropdown list and added to the layout, as well as basic drawing shapes and tools to 
account for any other features. The available tank components include: 

• Manway. 

• Nozzle. 

• Sump – Circular. 

• Sump – Rectangular. 

• Support – Circular. 

• Support – Rectangular. 

Tank Components  

To add a tank component: 

1. Click the Tank Component button on the design ribbon. 

2. Select the desired component from the dropdown. 

3. Click, hold, and drag to draw the component. 

4. Set the required properties for the component. 

Component List 

This list provides information related to each component added to the layout.  

 

Figure 117: Component list tool window 

To open click Component List on the design ribbon. The component list tool window opens to the 
right of the layout window but can be dragged and docked as required. To select and view a 
component from the list double click on the row. The layout view zooms to that component and the 
properties for it are shown. 

Draw Rectangle 

To draw a rectangle: 

1. Click Draw Rectangle on the design ribbon. 
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2. Click, hold, and drag to draw the rectangle. 

3. Set the required properties for the rectangle. 

Draw Circle 

To draw a circle: 

1. Click Draw Circle on the design ribbon. 

2. Click, hold, and drag to draw the circle. 

3. Set the required properties for the circle. 

Draw Line 

To draw a line: 

1. Click Draw Line on the design ribbon. 

2. Click on the layout to position the start of the line. 

3. Click on the layout to position the end of the line. 

4. Set the required properties for the line. 

Draw Freeform 

To draw a freeform: 

1. Click Draw Freeform on the design ribbon. 

2. Click on the layout to start drawing the freeform. 

3. Move the cursor to the end of the line then click again. Repeat until the freeform outline is drawn.  

4. Close the freeform by double clicking or return the cursor to the red square at the start position. 

5. Set the required properties for the freeform. 

Add Text 

To draw a text box: 

1. Click Draw Text on the design ribbon. 

2. Click, hold, and drag to draw the text box. 

3. Set the required properties for the text box. 

4. Edit the text by double clicking in the text box. 

5.8 Repair Ribbon 
The repair ribbon allows tank repair operations, such as adding patch plates and generating a list of 
patch plates with positional information required to repair the tank floor. 

 

Figure 118: Repair ribbon 

Max Patch Plate Size 

Before adding any patch plates to the layout ensure the maximum patch plate size has been set. This 
ensures any added patch plates fit through the tank manway. To set the max patch plate size: 

1. Click on the white background of the layout view. 

2. In the properties set the Width and Length for the max patch plate size. 
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Rectangular Patch Plate 

To add a rectangular patch plate: 

1. Click Rectangle on the repair ribbon. 

2. Click, hold, and drag to draw the patch. 

3. Set the required properties for the rectangular patch plate. 

Tombstone Patch Plate 

To add a tombstone patch plate: 

1. Click Tombstone on the repair ribbon. 

2. Click, hold, and drag to draw the patch. 

3. Set the required properties for the tombstone patch plate. 

Circular Patch Plate 

To add a circular patch plate: 

1. Click Circular on the repair ribbon. 

2. Click, hold, and drag to draw the patch. 

3. Set the required properties for the circular patch. 

Patch Reference Position 

The position of a patch plate is determined by measuring from the plate reference position that the 
patch is located on to the patch reference position. The measurement reference for a patch can be 
set to be either the patch center or the top left corner and is set in the repair ribbon. This option 
applies to all patch plates and an orange dot on the patch plate indicates the location of this 
reference. 

    

Figure 119: Patch plate reference position at center 
     

Figure 120: Patch plate reference position at top left 

Patch Plate List 

This list provides information related to each patch plate added to the layout. To open click Patch 
Plate List on the repair ribbon. The patch plate list tool window opens to the right of the layout 
window but can be dragged and docked as required. To select and view a patch plate from the list 
double click on the row. The layout view zooms to that patch plate and the properties for it are shown. 

 

Figure 121: Patch plate list tool window  
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5.9 Report Ribbon 
The report ribbon allows reports to be generated by either the report wizard tool, by starting with a 
blank report then building a custom report with the reportable elements or by loading a custom report 
template.  

 

Figure 122: Report ribbon 

Report Document Overview 

The report document window opens to the right of the layout view when a report is generated by the 
report wizard or when a blank report is selected. The report document window consists of the 
following sections: 

• Report tools ribbon when the report document is selected. 

• Tool bar at the top of the window containing: 

• Zoom controls. 

• Current page. 

• A refresh icon is shown in the report document when changes have been made on the layout 
view. The report needs to be refreshed to reflect the layout updates. 

 

Figure 123: Report document window 

Report Wizard 

To generate a report using the wizard: 

1. Set the report threshold level on the layout toolbar. 

2. Click Report Wizard on the report ribbon. 
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Figure 124: Report wizard options 

3. In the report wizard tick the options to display the required pages. 

4. Click OK to generate and view the report. 

Custom Report Generation 

To build a custom report using the various reporting elements: 

1. Click Blank Report on the report ribbon.  

2. On the layout view select either the layout or a plate to view the associated reportable elements 
in the properties. 

3. Click, hold, and drag the reportable element onto the report document. 

4. Select the reportable element in the report document.  

5. In the properties set the customization option for the reportable element. 

 

Figure 125: Plate property reportable options 

Load Report 

To load a saved report from the inspection database: 

1. Click Load Report on the report ribbon. 

2. Select the report from the list. 

3. Click Load. 

Loading Report Template  

To load a template report   

1. Click Load Report Template on the report ribbon. 

2. Select the report from the list. 

3. Click Load. 
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5.10 Report Tool Ribbon 
The report tools ribbon is available only when the report document overview window is open and 
selected. Here you can find the options for report settings, exporting and saving reports. 

 

Figure 126: Report tools ribbon 

Report Logo 

To change the report logo: 

1. Select the report document. 

2. Click Logo Selection on the report tools ribbon. 

3. Browse to the location of the required logo and click Open. 

NOTE 

Logo image size must be exactly 750 by 200 pixels. 

Report Units 

To set the report units: 

1. Select the report document. 

2. In report units on the report tools ribbon select one of the options: 

• Metric. 

• Imperial. 

Page Setup 

To set the page size: 

1. Select the report document. 

2. In report units on the report tools ribbon select one of the options: 

• A4. 

• Letter. 

Saving a Report 

Once a report has been generated it can be saved to the inspection database. Once saved it can be 
loaded once the inspection has been opened. 

1. Click Save As on the report tools ribbon. 

2. Enter a report name and click Save. 

To save changes to an existing saved report in the inspection database click Save on the report tools 
ribbon. 

Saving a Report Template 

Once a report has been generated it can be saved as a template and used for future report generation 
with any inspection in the database.  

1. Click Save As Template on the report tools ribbon. 
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2. Enter a template name and click Save. 

NOTE 

It is not possible to save plate specific reportables elements in a report template. 

Exporting to Word 

To export the report to a .docx document: 

1. Click Word on the report tools ribbon. 

2. Enter a file name and save location for the exported .docx file. 

3. Click Save.  

The report is saved and opens using the default program for .docx file and allows for further editing, 
if required. 

Exporting to PDF 

To export the report to .pdf document: 

1. Click PDF on the report tools ribbon. 

2. Enter a file name and save location for the exported .pdf file. 

3. Click Save.  

The report is saved and opens using the default program for .pdf files. 

5.11 Data Ribbon 
The data ribbon allows the importation of additional inspection data and replacing plate data. 

Import Additional Plates 

To importing additional plates into an existing inspection: 

1. Load the inspection that required additional plates to be imported too. 

2. Click Additional Plates on the data ribbon. 

3. Click Yes.  

4. Select the importer. 

5. Select the location of the inspection file to import. 

6. Click Import. 

NOTE 

If a plate being imported already exists within the inspection, then the notification center 
displays a message informing the plate already exists. No data for this plate is imported or 
replaced. 

Replace Plate 

To replacing an existing plate in an inspection: 

1. Select a plate. 

2. Click Replace Plate on the data ribbon, or right-hand click and select Replace Plate. 

3. Select the importer. 

4. Select the location of the inspection file to import the plate data from. 

5. Select the plate number to import from the dropdown. 
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6. Click Import. 

5.12 Indication Ribbon 
The indication ribbon is only available when in edit plate view and provides the ability to select multiple 
indications for data modification. Edit plate view can be accessed via the design ribbon. 

 

Figure 127: Indication ribbon 

Indication Selection 

To select a group of indications: 

1. Click Indication Selection on the indication ribbon. Alternatively press the Alt key.  

NOTE  

Indication selection mode is active when the mouse cursor displays a purple flag. When in 
indication selection mode it is no longer possible to select other items on the layout. 

2. Click, hold, and drag the selection box around the desired indications for modification. The blue 
box indicates the outline of the selected region, and the grey box indicates the indication 
selection outline for each indication within the region. 

NOTE 

Further individual indications can be added or removed from the selection by holding the Ctrl 
key and selecting indications. 

 

Figure 128: Group of selected indications 

Region Selection: Multiple Indication Modification 

Once indications are selected the selection options buttons for indication modifications and the reset 
modification button become available in the Indication ribbon.  

Accept 

Click Accept on the indication ribbon to set the status of the selected indications to accepted.  

NOTE 

If the Accepted tick box in Indication Filter is unticked the indications are no longer shown on 
the plate, but the indication selection box outlines remain visible since they are still selected. 

Reject 

Click Reject in the indication ribbon to set the status of the selected indications to rejected. 

NOTE 

If the Rejected tick box in Indication Filter is unticked the indications are no longer shown on 
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the plate, but the indication selection box outlines remain visible since they are still selected. 

Edit 

Click Edit on the indication ribbon to alter the percentage values of the selected indications and set 
their status to accepted. The percentage values of the selected indications can be edited in one of 
two ways:  

1. Set all selected indications to the same prove-up value. 

a. Select Set Prove-up value. 

b. Enter a prove-up value in the dialogue box to set all indications too. 

c. Click OK. 

 

Figure 129: Edit indication by prove-up 

NOTE 

If indication percentages are edited to be outside of the current plate threshold range the 
indications are no longer shown on the plate, but the indication selection box outlines remain 
visible since they are still selected. 

2. Alter the selected indications by increasing or decreasing each indication by a set percentage 
variation. 

a. Select Apply percentage variation. 

b. Enter a variation value to alter each indication percentage by. 

c. Click OK. 

 

Figure 130: Edit indications by a percentage variation 

NOTE 

If indication percentages are edited to be outside of the current plate threshold range the 
indications are no longer shown on the plate, but the indication selection box outlines remain 
visible since they are still selected. 

Top 

Click Top on the indication ribbon to set the surface origin of the selected indications to become top 
and set the status to accepted.  
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IMPORTANT 

The EPL value for selected bottom indications become adjusted based upon the top surface 
calibration trace.  

NOTE 

If the view is set to Bottom the indications are no longer shown on the plate, but the 
indication selection box outlines remain visible since they are still selected. 

Bottom 

Click Bottom on the indication ribbon to set the surface origin of the selected indications to become 
bottom and set the status to accepted.  

IMPORTANT 

The EPL value for selected top and both indications become adjusted based upon the bottom 
surface calibration trace.  

NOTE 

If the view is set to Top the indications are no longer shown on the plate, but the indication 
selection box outlines remain visible since they are still selected. 

Both 

Click Both on the indication ribbon to set the surface origin of the selected indications to become 
both and set the status to accepted.  

IMPORTANT 

The EPL value for selected bottom indications become adjusted based upon the top surface 
calibration trace.  

Reset Indication Modification 

Click Reset Indication Modification on the indication ribbon to revert the selected indications back 
to their initial imported status and EPL values. 

5.13 Modification Ribbon 
The modification ribbon is a hidden ribbon and only available when in plate view and the enable plate 
modification, in plate properties, is ticked. This ribbon provides the ability to correct plate setup errors 
made during data acquisition. 

 

Figure 131: Modification ribbon 

Enable Plate Modification 

To perform plate modifications, such as correcting plate setup errors made during data acquisition 
or repositioning of scan then enable plate modification must be selected in plate view. To select: 

1. In plate view select the plate. 

2. In the properties tick Enable Plate Modifications. 

3. Read the information box then click OK. 
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Plate Modification  

The plate modification options available is determined by what type of plate is selected. When a plate 
setup change has been made the plate become hatched red to identify a modification has been 
made. 

IMPORTANT 

Verify the location of all scans and indications after setup changes are applied. 

NOTE 

Plate setup changes only update the planned scan positions. The position of any curved or 
added scan, or manually altered planned scans do not get update. 

Plate Orientation 

The plate orientation on the modification ribbon can be changed between either a horizontal or a 
vertical plate. 

Plate Reference 

The plate reference corner on the modification ribbon can be changed between either the Top Left, 
Top Right, Bottom Left or Bottom Right corner. 

Scan Pattern 

The scan pattern on the modification ribbon can be changed between either a Parallel or a Raster 
scanning format. 

Plate Size 

The dimensions entered for the plate during data acquisition software can be changed in the plate 
properties. 

NOTE 

Scans do not move when the plate size is changed. If scans exist outside of the plate, it is not 
possible to exit plate view. 

Scan Position 

A scan can be manually repositioned on the plate. With Enable Plate Modification ticked, select a 
scan then click, hold, and move to the desired location. When a scan position change has been made 
the plate become hatched red to identify a modification has been made. 

NOTE 

The start of the scan is indicated by the red corner. The arc of a curved scan cannot be 
altered.  

Reset Plate Modification 

Click Reset Plate Modification on the modifications ribbon to revert the plate setup and size back to 
its initial setup options and clears the red hatching of the plate. 

NOTE 

Reset plate modification does not return curved or added scans back to their initial position.   
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6. Maintenance  

6.1 FloormapX system precautions 
• Do not immerse FloormapX. 

• The system is rain shower resistant. Do not leave in rain for prolonged periods, wipe system dry 
after wetting, do not spray with a hose or immerse in water/ wade in puddles. Although the 
system may tolerate standing water less than 10mm deep, all puddles should be avoided by 
sweeping standing water away with a suitable brush. 

• Always follow general precautions and safety precautions during maintenance of the system. 

• Keep all connectors free from dirt and moisture. 

6.2 Transportation and Storage 

Receiving and Inspection 

For transport purposes the FloormapX system is delivered within 2 black transit cases strapped to a 
pallet. Any transport work may only be carried out by appropriately trained personnel.  

On receipt of the system, carefully check it for any damage that may have occurred during shipping. 
The transport company is responsible for damage that occurs during transport. If there appears to 
be damage, carefully inspect the system components for any further damage and check that all 
components correspond to the packing list. In the event of damage, notify the transport company 
immediately and keep the packaging as evidence. A full report describing the damage in detail must 
be submitted to the transport company and serves as the basis for the damage claim. 

Damage or loss of goods delivered must be reported immediately to Eddyfi and confirmed by a copy 
of the above-mentioned report. If the operating manual is removed, do not lose, or misplace it. 

Unpacking  

The FloormapX system is packaged in two transit cases. Care should be taken when unpacking the 
FloormapX system, any markings or warnings shown on the packaging should be observed prior to 
opening. The following steps should then be taken: 

• Unpack the FloormapX system in a dry area. 

• During the unpacking process care should be taken not to damage the FloormapX system or 
cables. 

• Check the contents of the FloormapX system against the packing list supplied and any missing 
items are to be reported immediately. 

• The package and contents of the FloormapX system should be checked for signs of damage 
during transport and any problems reported immediately. 

• Eddyfi accepts no responsibility for damage or injury caused during the unpacking of the 
system supplied.  

Packing for transportation 

Before packing the FloormapX system into the transit cases ensure: 

• Each component of the system is clean and dry. 

• Components are packed correctly in the designated transit cases provided to ensure safe and 
code compliant transit. 

• Ensure the scanning head magnets are in the ‘off’ position to ensure the magnetic field is 
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controlled and is within the allowable limits for air shipment. 

Each component of the FloormapX system must be correctly packed into the correct transit case. 
Refer to the supplied packing lists. 

If the FloormapX system is to be shipped elsewhere, the original packaging and transport protection 
inserts MUST be used. 

Packing the FloormapX scanning head 

Before packing the FloormapX scanning head, first it must be disassembled from the system. To 
disassemble and pack: 

1. Ensure the magnets are turned off. 

2. Power down the system. 

3. Remove the battery from the active slot on the mainframe, and place into the mainframe transit 
case and replace the battery panel. 

REMOVE BATTERY  

When the FloormapX system is powered off the battery must be removed from the right-
hand active battery slot and placed into the left-hand storage slot. The battery capacity has 
a potential of discharging if left in the active slot when the system is not powered on. 

4. Remove the motorization and sensor cables between the mainframe and scanner head. Place 
these into the mainframe case. 

5. Whilst supporting the mainframe and stopping the scanner head from rolling, unscrew and 
remove the two brass rear attach bolts located at the rear of the scanning head. 

6. Lay the mainframe down on the floor, so that it rests on its back. The mainframe and scanning 
head are now free of each other. 

7. Replace the brass rear attach bolts into the scanner head rear attach mechanism, screwing 
them fully in, so that they do not rattle loose in transit. 

8. Lift the scanner head by the front handle so that it rests on its back on the rear attach 
mechanism. 

9. Lift the scanner head by the front handle into the case so that the rear wheels contact the foam.  

NOTE  

The scanner head will only fit on one orientation into the transit case. 

10. Holding the front handle roll the scanner head back into the foam and lower the front end down 
till it is flat. 

 

Figure 132: Scanner head transit case packing 

11. Close the lid of the transit case and engage the transit case clasps. 
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Packing the FloormapX mainframe  

Before packing the FloormapX mainframe, first the scanning head must be disassembled from the 
system. Refer to the previous section Packing the FloormapX scanning head before packing the 
mainframe. To continue system disassembly and packing: 

1. Pack the spare batteries and accessories into their respective slots in the transit case foam of 
the mainframe transit case. 

2. With the mainframe disconnected from the scanner head and batteries removed, lift the 
mainframe into the transit case resting the repositioning wheels on the foam. 

3. Roll the mainframe to the far end of the case so that the reposition wheels butt into the corner 
of the foam. 

4. Rest the mainframe down on the user control. 

5. Disconnect the mainframe to docking connector for the tablet. 

6. Loosen the tablet docking angle adjustor knob and fold the docking with tablet flat against the 
front of the mainframe. 

NOTE 

The docking angle adjustor knob only needs to be turned a few times to disengage the locking 
teeth. It is not necessary to remove it from the system completely. 

7. Retighten the docking angle adjustor knob. 

8. Disconnect the user control cable. 

9. Whilst supporting the top of the mainframe, remove the user control from the mainframe and 
set aside. 

10. Lower the mainframe into the transit case. 

11. Fasten the buckles around the mainframe and tighten so it cannot move in transit. 

12. Insert the user control into the lid recess and fasten the Velcro buckle. 

13. Ensuring that all component and documentation are in the case, close the lid. 

 

Figure 133: Mainframe transit case packing 

14. Fasten each of the external case clasps. 
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Packing for Storage  

If storage of the FloormapX system is required, then all components must be packed correctly. The 
FloormapX should be stored: 

• In a clean, dry, and secure location. 

• Away from water and harsh environment conditions. 

• In such a way as to avoid damage to the system. 

• Case should be laid flat rather than stood upright. 

REMOVE BATTERY 

When the FloormapX system is powered off the battery must be removed from the right-
hand active battery slot and placed into the left-hand storage slot. The battery capacity has 
a potential of discharging if left in the active slot when the system is not powered on. 

6.3 Tablet 

Cleaning 

The tablet may be cleaned using a damp cloth. The screen can be cleaned using a dry microfiber 
cloth. 

The tablet should not require disassembly for any maintenance. If any issues are encountered with 
the tablet functions, contact Eddyfi for fault finding information and troubleshooting. 

6.4 User control 

Cleaning 

The user control can be cleaned with a damp cloth.  

It is important that the height adjust plunger can fully engage in the receiving holes on the 
mainframe. Before installing the user control, check the guide rails and index plunger is free from dirt 
and debris, cleaning with a cloth if necessary. Whenever the user control is installed, check that the 
indexing plunger has fully engaged before relying on the user control being fixed to the mainframe. 

6.5 Mainframe 

Cleaning 

The mainframe can be cleaned with a damp cloth. Care must be made to ensure the battery 
compartment is protected from moisture. The battery panel should always be fitted whenever the 
system is in use. 

Consumables/Spares 

Repositioning wheels 

The repositioning wheels may be replaced by the user. To replace the repositioning wheels, remove 
the circlip, remove the wheel, replace with a new wheel, and replace the circlip. Contact an Eddyfi 
service center for spare parts and an instructional video. 
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Laser angle adjustment 

The laser angle can be adjusted if it has been knocked from the correct offset position for indicating 
the position of defects in the software.  

To correct: 

1. Turn on the laser. 

2. Perform a Freescan on a reference plate with the indication on the top side.  

3. Stop the scan and then pull the system back, whilst it is still in contact with the plate, until the 
software shows the laser position line over the 20% defect.  

4. Using the two adjustment screws on the laser module set the pitch and yaw of the laser line to 
be adjusted so that it is parallel to the back wheels and is at the correct position over the defect 
to match the position displayed on the tablet. 

WARNING LASER 

Do not deliberately look or stare into the laser beam. Avoid accidental exposure to eyes. 

6.6 Scanning Head 

Cleaning 

To avoid deterioration in the detection capability, the scanner head should be kept reasonably free 
from accumulations of ferromagnetic debris. The best way to clean the scanner head is to switch the 
magnets to the off position. Most magnetic debris will fall away when the magnets are switched off. 
If necessary, a scraper or cloth may be used to further clean the head.  

The system should be wiped cleaned before returning to the transit cases. If the system is to be stored, 
moisture and dirt should be wiped away from the system. A vacuum cleaner is also an excellent option 
for removing ferrous material. 

The system may be cleaned in general with a damp cloth. The wheels should be cleaned with a damp 
cloth after an inspection to avoid residual tank product attacking the rubber whilst the system is left 
in storage. 

Consumables/Spares 

Main Wheels 

The main wheels on the scanner head will wear and accumulate debris over time, with use. Large 
pieces of engrained debris can be removed using a scraper, being careful to avoid damage to the tire. 
Replacement wheels and fixing screws can be ordered and installed by users. Each wheel may be 
replaced by removing the four fixing screws. When a new wheel is installed a new set of fixing screws 
with pre applied thread locking should be used to ensure they do not come loose with vibration. 
Contact an Eddyfi service center for spare parts and an instructional video of how to replace the 
wheels. 

Cover plate 

The cover or wear plate on the underside of the scanning head bridge must be always installed when 
the system is being used. Should the wear plate become worn or suffer an impact that causes a 
significant indentation, it may be replaced. The wear plate can be replaced by removing the fixing 
screws, removing the wear plate, then replacing with a new wear plate and new thread locking 
screws. Care should be taken when reinstalling the fixing screws so that they are not overtightened. 
Overtightening can bend the wear plate reducing the obstacle clearance capability of the system. 
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Contact an Eddyfi service center for spare wear plates with fixing screws and an instructional video 
detailing how to replace. 

Manual override of magnet 

If the magnet drive motor fails, it is possible to manually adjust the magnet position so that the 
system may be safely shipped in a demagnetized state. The procedure requires removing the gearbox 
side gear cover and turning the adjustment nut with a 17mm socket until the magnet indicator 
reaches the zero or off position. An instruction video can be obtained by contacting an Eddyfi service 
center. 

Manual override of steering 

It is possible to manually override the steering system should the steering motor fail. Please contact 
an Eddyfi service center for advice and instruction on this matter before attempting to do so. 

6.7 Service 

After Sales and Technical Support 

Eddyfi provides after sales and technical support. Please contact us by e-mail: support@eddyfi.com 
and provide the following information: 

• Your name and your company name. 

• The technical point of contact (name, phone number, email). 

• System serial number, equipment type and any software versions. 

• A detailed description of the issue. 

After completion of maintenance work test all functions and all safety devices.  

The specified calibration and maintenance work should be performed promptly according to the 
maintenance schedule. 
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7. Troubleshooting 

7.1 System won’t power on 
If the system will not power on, check for the following: 

• Check battery is installed into the right-hand active battery slot (when looking at battery 
compartment). 

• Check battery has sufficient charge (replace with a fully charged battery). 

• Ensure power button is pressed for the required number of seconds (approx. 3 seconds). 

If the system still cannot be turned on, contact an Eddyfi service center for guidance. 

7.2 Motorization not functioning 
If the system is powered on but the motors are not working, check the following: 

• The emergency stop is disengaged (rotate red knob). 

• All cables are correctly connected (check with system power off). 

NOTE 

The magnets will not turn on unless in the scan environment i.e., in Freescan or mapping 
modes. 

If the motors will still not operate after performing these checks, contact an Eddyfi service center for 
assistance. 

7.3 Firmware version error message 
If the system presents an error message at startup saying, the scanner firmware version is not 
detected, this indicates: 

• A system module is not connected (i.e., check all cables are connected). 

• The battery power is very low (replace battery with a fully charged unit). 

• A system module has failed. 

• A new system module has been installed with an incompatible firmware version (contact 
Eddyfi for a firmware update). 

After ensuring the system modules are correctly connected, please contact and Eddyfi service center 
for assistance. 
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